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By V. J. ELMONT. B.Sc., A.M. Can. Soc. C E.

I'T isVerti!S*Umfd in this paper that the arches possess a 
% f a, 3x*s symmetry, have a rise less than 1/7 to 
iteijjh sPan> and that the supports are at the same 

assurnm-t’ ^urther, the computation is based on the 
f°rmiv j'.0n ^at the live load can be considered as uni- 
atld sim"iStr^U^e<^ as ^or passenger bridges, floors, roofs 
Parabo] Har structures ; that the arch takes the form of a 
Sl"snifir.a’ and that the moments of inertia do not vary

'«“uicantly 
Tbarches ^.r®sults arrived at are also applicable to circular 

s'derabi h- su®cient accuracy, while for arches with con- 
die ger|e differences in the cross-section at various points 
tures €rai formulae for statically indeterminate 

*1°WeV€rUsft be applied. The formulae given here will, 
h>r tjj or this case, as a rule, serve as a useful guide 

otermination of trial dimensions. 
t types which will be considered are : (1) the arch 

0 n'nges at the springing lines, and (2) the arch

is, on account of the choice of the statically indeterminate 
quantity already referred to, a curved beam with one fixed 
and one roller end. SM is the e nxed
produced by the same load.

From the general theory for statically indeterminate 
structures it is known that the deflections can be de-
“v”forcesa\cetWnn m°m€nt® °Ccasioned by the so-called 

v forces, acting on a simply supported beam
same span as the arch ; taking into account the assump-
t,ons mentioned in the introduction the “v” forces will be

ydx,

movement of the roller end

with the

V =

where y is the ordinate to the centre line of the arch 
measured from the line between the hinges. The values 
of y corresponding to the various abscissæ * 
by the equation of the parabola which forms 
line of the arch,

struc-

are given 
the centre

The
with

4/
y = — x (i —-x),T 1’4 y B f being the rise of the arch, l the span, and * the abscissa 

measured from a hinge. When these “v” forces act on 
a simply supported beam, they will 'produce reactions 
which are equal to half the area between the arch and 
the line connecting the hinges, or lift; whence the 
bending moment (= 8ma) at the point with the abscissa x

ydx, (x — x.) (see Fig. i.);

of the parabola
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L

Fig. 1.
Without v
o *-he on In^es‘ The method followed in their analysis 

s^tife]^e developed by Professors Müller-Breslau and
Tfi,ndeter ®.Tw°-Hinged Arch.—This arch has one statically 

*°ntal _lnate quantity and as such is chosen the hori- 
aCd°tis a essure. The vertical components of the re- 
y there? directly determinable by the statical equations 
r°ss-Se °re not influenced by the dimensions of the 

$llPpOrts 100 tbe ar°h nor by a slight yielding of the

/.yifix—

and by application of the equation

I lor
A

- >5/x (l~x) [1 +------ (—)>].
The l 1ec)Uation of the line of influence of the horizontal 

re 's X =
The denominator 8M Qf the expression for the statically 
indeterminate quantity is

Pressu
------ ; «ma being the deflections of the

tlf a horj?'nlS’ m> of the centre line of the arch, caused 
e stat;c ,?nta^ Pressure of unity acting as sole load on 

y determinate auxiliary system. This system

yari

" /.8 y'dx + li'

where i is the constant radius of inertia.
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lineand the bending moment at a point of the centre 
the arch at a distance x from one of the hinges and having 
the ordinate y,

By substituting for y
/“ -l= 16 — I {lx—x2)2 dx + li2

l‘ J 0 gl'
y (!—“)■m =

!5 *
or, 8aa = — fZ + Zt2 = — /2Z [1 + — (—)*].

8 /

88 8/
For o = i, which corresponds to the case where 1 ® 
shortening of the arch, due to the load on it, is so srn^ 
that it can be neglected, M — » and consequent y
the maximum and minimum moments produced by a , 
formly distributed live load have the same numeric 
values.

IS15
Introducing

I uni' I
!5 i3

1 +
For a live load p per unit length the maximum n10" 

ment at the crown of the arch is
8. j2

the equation for the line of influence of the horizontal 
pressure will be 21

+ « (1----------)3] ;max. M = — pi2 [-
5 x(l—x) x X 3°4 2

[i +------- (-)’]■X = —
and the corresponding horizontal pressure,1 lfl8

Pi2 42The last factor does not vary considerably ; for x = o 
and x = 1 the value is 1 and its maximum value, reached 
for x = %l, is 1.25. No great error will therefore arise 
by taking this factor as a constant, which again leads to

The mean

H = — “ [1 — 2(1------- )" (1 + )] ;
8/ 3“3“

and,
21the line of influence becoming a parabola. min. M =--------pi2 » (1--------- )3 !
3“4\\y

with--

A'M pi2 427?Z/ my
h = —.2 “ (1 — —y (1 + —)•

4 MA1
" X '

8/ 3“3“

For « = 1,
; 13 pi2 

27 8/ 

14 pi2

I

Fig. 2.

J? max. M = + — pi2, H = — 
108

and
1

min. M =--------f>Z*, H = —value of that factor used, is that which gives the same 
horizontal pressure for a uniformly distributed total load. 
It is calculated by either the exact equation of the approxi
mation, whereby the equation for X attains the simple 
and suitable form

27 8/108
i

For « = .974, (— = .12),
/

prI
3 x(l—x) max. M = + —pi2, H — .54—;

X = — « 8/92
If4 Pl21

The Ünç of influence of the bending moment Mm at 
the various points m is consequently easily derived from 
the general equation

min. M —------- pl2, H — .46 —.
130

The greatest possible bending moment in the arc^ 
at a point, the abscissa of which lies between x — 
and .25 l, according to the value of “.

For a=i, the abscissa is x = .23 l, and,

8/ act*
2il

Mm = Mo,m •— Ma,m X,

where Mo,m is the corresponding moment in the auxiliary 
system and M.,m is the moment produced by X = — 1, 
which again is equal to the ordinate y of the point m, so 
that Mm = Mo,m —• yX.

The equation for the line of influence of the normal 
pressure Nm in the arch is Nm = —X, on account of the 
assumed small rise of the arch.

By means of these lines of influence the moments and 
horizontal pressures for different points of the arch and 
varying loading conditions have been determined as 
follows :

Pl*1
max. M = + —pl2, H = .40—;

8/62
and,

Pl’1
min. M —------- pl2, H = .60 —-•

8/62

For « = .974, x = .24 l and
Pl'1

max. M = + — pl2, H = .43 —>For a uniformly distributed load g per unit length 
acting over the entire span the horizontal pressure will be

8/58
and,

Pl*g? I
min. M — ------- pl2, H = .57 —'•ll = —

8/678/

T---
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crown <!.?e'1?a^f the arch is loaded, between hinge and 
the horizontal pressure is or by introducing the value of S„

k!5
X, =

8 f2

The Arch Without Hinges._This type of arch has 
three statically indeterminate quantities and as those are

the normal force X*> the transverse force Ab, and 
he bending moment Ac at the crown of the arch, acting 

from a point O (see Fig. 2) in the axis of symmetry so 
situated that each of the three equations, from which’the 
va ues of the statically indeterminate quantities are calcul
able, will contain only one of them. Their form will then 
become similar to that for the horizontal pressure of the 
arch with two hinges.

Pi1

H =
16/

3nd bendi
ng moment at the crown,

1
M = ---pi2 (j — a).

1 16
The maximum and minimum moments act at the points

1 3 — 2 a 1 2* — 1
* = — l and x = — l

4 2 — o 4at>d h AT =ave the values
«aa

(3 — 2 aYi
«mbmax. M ---------- pi2

Ab =64 2---a
(20 — i)3

Sco
I

min. M =-------pi2 Xc = ------
64

Thu the statically determinate auxiliary 
curved beams with one fixed and 

The

IS> for a system being two 
„ „ °ne unsupported end.

v forces for the type of arch considered here
— 1 the numerical value is — pi2-

/
p

^hller-Bj^? max*mum deflection and rise at the crown 
the arcpruS-aU has &'ven the following approximations, 
°nly. 1 eing loaded with live load (p per unit length)

64
are :

ya = dx 

vb = xdx 

= ydx,
which again are equivalent to the continuous 

2“ = i 

zh = x

2° = y.

PI1maxi llluni deflection [.00034 + .15 (—)2], loads/E]
pl‘ i

aximum rise ------ j— .00034 + .10 (—■)*],

,n& the
lE]bei

modulus of elasticity and I the moment of 1 he distance 1 from the point O to the line AB (Fie 
2) is determined by the equation v s‘

a.
Thet0 e^5ct °f the bending moments and normal forces 

e cortipl|,t *"crease of the temperature of t° can readily 
ed as the horizontal pressure produced by it is ■/:Z* dx ZK y' dx

Sat
2Xt = -,

Saahein 3■wm^0the0 movement of the roller end of the auxiliary 
the s, r ^ increase of temperature, «at taken positive 

Same direction as «aa.

As «at *

y' being the ordinate of the centre line of the arch 
ed from AB. . — meastir-

The equation for this centre line in the 
system of co-ordinates, as shown in Fig. 2 with O as 
origin is thenE J * t l

4/ i lx
y = — (—z’ — — * = / [— 4 h2].

i 4 3

« t*ti !5
Xt = E J —— = — E J « — 

the elongation per
f l«a 8

a The deflections «ma, «mb and «mo are calculated as 
moments produced by the loads 2, acting on a beam of 
length /, fixed at the centre and having unsupported ends 
(Fig. 3). For the left and right half of the arch re
spectively

unit length for one degree;ase.

j wâv^'n^ the supports can be treated in a 
a bor;2 - ' as already mentioned it is only a movement 
,T1 sire, 31 directi 
V resses in

1 betw»n,

the strains 
kl of the dis-

on which has 
the arch. A sho 

'Veen the hinges effects a horizontal pressure

on
f* f-U

= — / (x — *.) Z*dx, and = — / (Xl 
-il J x

«ms — x) Zh dx,.

klL In these expressions x is the abscissa of the point for 
which «ma is calculated and x, the varying abscissa of theAT — E J —,

S»a

r-5 a

3
5-

<
S ,~

*3
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and also the simultaneously acting normal forces e^eCL ; 
by a uniformly distributed live load p per unit Ie0»

d

Maximum and Minimum Bending Moments.

Min. M. N.N.Max. M.
fta =

Xi •
.0397+.0173 pr .0853 — —.0173 pv i= —-5

/Z ii
—.0042 ‘ 
—.0073 ‘ 
—.0093 ‘ 
—.0071 ‘ 
—.0054 ‘

+ .0042 ‘ 
+.0073 ‘ 
+ .0093 * 
+ .0071 ‘ 
+.0054 ‘

M.0591 
.0317 “ 
.0497 “ 
.0661 “ 
.0631 “

—•4
i<—•3 

—.2
ii—. 1

o

a = •9
pvx, .0454+ .0118 pr .0671 — —.0203 pr
f1

.077° .< 
,o842 „ 
.o649 ,, 
,o464 ,<

—.0065 
—.0076 
—.0080 
—•0053 
—.0034

+ .0026 “
+.0072 “
+ .0103 “
+.0089 “
+ .0075

A uniformly distributed total load g per

—•4
—•3
—.2
—. 1 .0439o

unit
gives

gl*gl2
Xo =------- , Xb = O, Xo — ---  °)

8/24 the
and the bending moment at the various points 
arch is *

*,*1
Mxi = — gl* (1 — 12 — ) (1 —“)•

r24

For o=i( there are no bending moments an r0(juce 
quently the maximum and minimum moments P s^e 
by a uniformly distributed live load have 
numerical values.

An increase of the temperature of t° gives
« t45

-£/a7
4 7

Xat = o, Xbt = O, Xot =

XXI
Xb =--------(l + '—) (l ----  2 ) .

Il2

For both x < o and x > o,

15 z xx
Xo =------- « (1 ----- 2 --- )* (1+2 )",

64 / 1

I
where ® =

45 i*
1 +-------

4 f

The bending moments and normal forces in the arch 
can then be computed. The normal force N is made 
equal to Xo

lJS 7
N = Xo =------- » [(—)’--------- ] = — Nu

IX

f4 / l 4

The value of N1 depends solely on the value of the ratio
x
— and on the value of «. Below, Ni is given for « = 1
l

x
and « = .9, and — varying with differences of .1.

I
x

•5•4.2 •3o .1
l

.0960

.0864
.2160 .
.1944 .

The line of influence of the bending moment M at a 
point of the arch with the co-ordinates x and y has the 
equation

.0000

.0000
. = -2344
, = .2110

a = 1 ;
a = .9;

Mo X» x, y*
------- Xb---------Hi) - Z M, ;

z z z
Mo being the corresponding ordinate of the line of influ- 

of the bending moment in the statically determinate

M = Z (--------
/

ence

XXi
auxiliary system. M, depends only on the ratios — and -~t

ll
In thewhere x is the abscissa of the line of influence, 

table on page 657 is given the values of 'Mi for vary111?

x x,
— and — and for « = 1 and .9 respectively.

ZZ
By the aid of these lines of influence the maxirnu^j 

and minimum bending moments are finally determ1

t+y

+~9-ir—A— » +x-
f ï y 3A

.......... _.Jg-........ -

load element (see Fig. 3). The formulas for f>mb and 8mo 
are analogous to that of Sma. The denominators of the 
equations for X», Xb and Xo are

r+il .

— / Z'dx = l
J -il

r+il
= / x1 dx = — r 

j -il

1
Sbb

12

4/' +at= / y'dx + ir = - n + ir.
J -i i

8O0
45

The equations for the statically indeterminate quantities 
and now known :

x1
X* =------- (1 +2 -—)*,for x < o,

l8
xXI

X* = — (1 —) (i + 2 —r-
ii2

XI
X» ----------- Z ( 1 — 2 —)*,For x > o,

8 Z
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PRELIMINARY ESTIMATES IN RAILROAD WORK.

X pAKING from six years’ experience as railroad 
kj "gmeer, Carl A. Gould, C.E., of the Northern 

acific R.R^ states, in the Cornell Civil Engineer, 
sfrUctin *"bere are many items connected with the con- 
th tno^ C°sts f°r which it is utterly impossible for even 
fir p_.S. exPerienced to make provision at the time the 

CStlmate is made.

Even the most fair-minded contractors are apt to 
consider the engineers unfair, and on the other hand the 
engineers usually have good reason to think the con
tractors are asking too much. However, this condition 
is found, to a greater extent, among the smaller con
tractors and the engineers of limited experience. It is 
a fact, that it is a condition which arises on almost every 
piece of construction work where classification of ma
terial is made, and it behooves the engineer to become 
familiar with the character of the material to be moved, 
digging test-holes in cuts if necessary, in order that he 
may make a preliminary estimate which will compare 
favorably with the actual quantities of each class of ma
terial moved during the construction. Although the pre
liminary estimates are in no way binding on the railway 
company, this information should be furnished the con
tractor in order that he may place an intelligent bid, and 
thereby reduce the wrangling and friction with which so 
many of the construction jobs are closed.

There is another item which is often overlooked, and 
indeed difficult to determine at the outset, i.e., slides in 
cuts and settlement of soft ground under embankments. 
Allowance should be made for slides and settlements, 
especially where rainfall is heavy, cuts and fills deep, and 
ground water present. This allowance can only be ap
proximate at best, but will be necessary when the 
engineer checks his final quantities with the preliminary 
estimates.

Over-haul is an item which is effected by all the 
variations in the quantities moved, and, therefore, the 
items above mentioned will all have an important part 
to play in the final over-haul quantity.

^lirtiinai^ !be ffr°wing tendency among the railroads to 
five 0r e old style of contract, containing prices for 
lo°$e r<m.ore classes of material, such as earth, hardpan, 
?tea<j a c ’ shell rock, and solid rock, and place in its 
'■e., c ^°ntract containing only two classes of material, 
r°cl( typ.,0100 excavation and solid rock, with the solid 
sMid ro , defined and all material not coming under the 
eft ij(y definition classed as common excavation, it has 

c°Unterp, . ance for argument as to whether material en- 
9 §reat ,. *s of one class or another. As there is always 
C 9s«es dference in the prices for handling the different 
^°rlc ^ material, naturally the contractor doing the 
a-^sificar d ^eel that the man responsible for the final 

*fferenp !<?n should be always on the alert to detect any 
• be UsZi m material and establish classification lines if ^sed H°n the final remeasured cross-section, on which
°e. a the contractor’s profit, or loss, as the case may 
j.^ses nf method is practically impossible where a 
;self material are encountered, the question resolves 
tife gettin °ne personal opinion entirely. Now, as we 
i- at it , § to a matter of dollars and cents, it is evident 

hiatp0-11 ,d require a man of some experience in hand- 
nsider [,aI (*n excavation) to arrive at what will be 

^tion C a fia*1" percentage proportion for the work in

As this

VALUES OF M,.
a = I

+ .1 + .2■ O---- . I ■3 •4-----.2—•4 —•3

+.0313 +.0480 + .0473 + .0320 +.0113—.0607 —.0640 —.0367 .0000

+.0078 
—.0086 
—.0174 
—.0186 
—.0120

—.0130 —.0031 + .0054
—.0086 —.0187 —.0198
+ .0130 —.0156 —.0278
4- .0518 + .0063 —.0186
+ .0080 + .0469 ' + .0080

« = .9

+ .0093 
—.0154 
—.0269 
—.0251 
—.0101

+.0031 
—.0026 
—.0059 
—.0067 
—.0051

+•0255 
+.0142 
+ •0053 
—.0011 
—.0051

—.0179 
+.0142
+ •0595 
+.0181 
—.0101

—.0090 
+-0538
+.0242 
+.0022 
—.0120

—.0144 +.0157 +.0336 +.0363 +.0256 +.0093—.0627 —.0704 —.0477

—.0196 
—.0092 
+ .0167 
+ .0581 
+ .0152

—.0012 +.0042 +.0049
—.0204 " —.0158 —.0089
—.0241 —.0240 —.0157
—.0123 —.0203 —.0158
+ .0152 —.0046 —.0088

+.0022 
—.0027 
—.0054 
—.0058 
—.0041

—.0103 
—.0193 
—.0115 
+ .0132 
+-0547

+.0246 
+.0141 
+.0058 
—.0002 
—.0041

—.0230 
+ .0138 
+.0624 
+.0229 
—.0046

—.0119
+ •0535 
+ .0259 
+.0050 
—.0080
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The infl
puted b UenCe °/ a y*eiding of the supports is readily com- 
into r<js°lving the movements of the supports A and B 
the tann Sln^m& (A* at A and Ab at B), (2) a turning <P* of 
tive ant" T8 at A (Positive clockwise) and H at B (posi- 
tance ^5° °cJ^w'se)> (3) and a lengthening kl of the dis- 
then be " statically indeterminate quantities will

Ab — Aa 4. i l b — ÿ*)
Jfbu — — E J

Sbb

kl --- v (ÿa + >b)
Xm — --  E ]

8„o
0a + 0b

and the bending moments and normal forces in the arch 
are then directly computable.

Van = — E ]
8aa
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local conditions which will in anI 
n or construction of the opening'

one opening, and 
way affect the lo
The preliminary work should be as familiar to the co

that it will be thorough1;tractor as to the engineer, so 
understood before the contract price is submitted.

seemConstruction of the drainage openings may ^ 
very simple at first sight, but often runs up into tho 
sands of dollars for the simplest kinds of constructs ^ 
The extra items which come up during the construe 1 
of the work and do not fall under any of the con r 
items, often increase the cost, of providing drainag ’ 
materially.

Protection of structures under high fills, 
due to insufficient drainage, ground water seepage 
which drainage has to be provided, stoppage of °P®ninare 
due to slides causing washouts, both in cuts and fill5’ 
all items for which special provision should be1 ma e 
preliminary estimates.

In Mr. Gould’s own experience he has had 
cubic yards of material washed from an embankmen ^ 
ioo feet in length, due to an underground stream. ^ 
was not detected until after the embankment materia ^ 
placed and the weight forced the water back to the cen 
of the fill, where it broke out and caused the damage-

As a rule, the same engineer building the roa ' 
places the track and ballast. When ballasting, t^e. e6p 
follows closely to the grading, it may be possible to ^ 
the first cost estimate of ballast within the theore ^ 
ballast limits. Often the road-bed is given a year to 
and acquire a more stable condition. This *nvar|neer 
requires more ballast, as it is impossible for the en£inand 
to use a certain figure for shrinkage of embankments ^ 
have it agree exactly with the actual shrinkage w 
takes place. This, then, adds to the item of ballast- ^

In all construction work there is the item of w 
which enters into the item of cost. With the .ve^.t;ort 
instructions which can be given, and the best inspeC 
which can be made, the engineer has, constantly! 
item of waste to deal with. js

Aside from the general construction work, tî’^ery, 
the fluctuation of prices ,of materials., labor, machi a 

Although the railways in the West do not,

shoutswa

best

etc.
rule, furnish materials, machinery, labor, etc., ^g^U 
struction work, it is not an uncommon occurrence. iS) 
pieces of work, such as coal docks, water stations, 
pipe culverts, are often done with railway comp 
material. is

After all, observes Mr. Gould, the engineer s 
one of continuous schooling and study along ^ a pis 
line he may choose, and his value is measured ^jclt 
ability to foresee conditions which will arise upon 
he may plan and construct accordingly.

th»‘
The Belgian Legation at Belgrade, Servia, repo fot 

the town of Nisch proposes to raise a loan of ^°40’ yip?1 
canal works, construction of a line of tramways, and P e

It is announced that Messrs. J. T. and C. Donohue^ (0 
purchased all the stock of pulpwood formerly bêlons gap 
the East Canada Pulp Company, Limited, at Murm alf 
now in liquidation. The wood is in the yard booms ‘ its 
uncut on the company’s limits, on the Murray River De'v 
tributaries. The purchasers have also acquired 
pulp mill

A comparison of the pulp industries in 
Denmark is interesting. In the little country v
there are 230 pulp or paper mills. In Canada, r-ore5tf 
to the latest available statistics of the .Dominion rati°?’ 
Branch, there are only 48 pulp mills in actual *. gse 1 
though Canadian mills are many times larger than 
Denmark.

m

j
Canada
of De<„g

After the grading item comes the protection of the 
grading, of which there are many different kinds of con
struction. Cuts are protected by surface drains, ditches, 
track drains, bulkheads and retaining-wall, while in em
bankments the use of drains, retaining-walls, rip-rap 
and toe-walls are common. It requires much experience 
to foresee the necessity of protection against the possible 
conditions which may arise after the work has advanced.

Rock is usually used for the protection of the em
bankments, the rock varying in size from one cubic foot 
to five cubic yards. The most common use of rip-rap is 
placing it around masonry piers to prevent scouring ; the 
river bed is here often washed out, thus letting the rock 
fall and requiring more rock than is contained within the 
slope limits.

There is also a considerable amount of rock which 
is lost in the handling. This, of course, would be gov
erned more or less by the method of final measurement 
used, on which is based the contractor’s estimate. Then, 
rock used for protection is an item on which a liberal 
allowance should be made for over-run. The writer has 
been on several pieces of rip-rap work and has never 
known the final quantity to be equal to, or less than, the 
original estimate. I would say that 20 per cent, is none 
too much to allow for over-run, from the theoretical 
sections, unless the contract states specifically the amount 
of rock to be used per unit, of length of line, which would 
amount to a “lump sum’’ bid for the work.

In tunnel costs we have something which contains 
a great many different items which can be figured from 
a knowledge of the excavation to be done, character of 
formation, etc., but there are many costs which cannot 
be foreseen, such as quicksand pockets, excess water, 
underground streams, and peculiar local formations, all 
items which it might be possible to overlook, even with 
the best of preliminary tests. This applies more to long 
tunnels than to short ones. Then in tunnels we have 
items which should be allowed for generously, and can 
only be properly estimated by the man who has had the 
conditions to deal with ; it is impossible to use theoretical 
quantities without some allowance for the unexpected 
items of cost.

Super-structure of bridges is an item which can be 
accurately calculated as to weight, transportation, etc., 
while the foundations are always subjects requiring 
special study for the location in question. Anyone familiar 
with the different publications on bridge foundation work 
will note the great variation of unit costs of different 
bridges.

Although the condition should not exist, contractors 
usually look to the railroads to make good any loss on 
a piece of foundation work, in which unforeseen obstacles 
are met. As these obstacles are not figured in the original 
contractor’s bid for the work, it may be fair for the rail
ways to share some of the expense. Therefore, thorough 
testing of foundation sites should be made by the en
gineers, and contractors as well, in order to make an 
intelligent estimate of the cost of the work. Accurate 
preliminary estimates are accomplished only by the men 
of experience.

Drainage openings, such as arch culverts, pipes, box 
drains, and all sorts of pipe and tile drains are a constant 
source of trouble, both in construction and maintenance 
of railroad work.

Preliminary estimates should be made with a thor
ough investigation of the natural conditions surrounding 
the site of the drainage opening with a view to deter
mining the nature of the ground, for foundation pur
poses, the accessibility to the site with materials, labor, 
and equipment, the necessity of maintaining a camp for
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reject this method of obtaining watertight construction 
for one of the integral compounds, which is in reality 
based upon the same principle, or the results of which 
are uncertain as regards permanent impermeability and 
are detrimental to the strength of the

While it is true that concrete in which the amount 
of cement used is slightly in excess of the voids in the 
aggregate and in which the aggregate is so graded as 
to contain a minimum amount of voids, is an ideal mix
ture as regards density and strength, the requirements 
for watertight concrete do not demand the maintenance 
of exact proportions of this nature.

OF MASONRY AND BRIDGE 
FLOORS.

(Concluded from last week.)
laborator61^'^1 ^oncrete Construction.—The results of 
from njy experiments, supplemented by many examples 
be made301'"06’ ^ave shown that watertight concrete can 
tegraj wdhout the use of coatings, membranes or in- 
P°rositv°17X>llriC*S’ *s reasonable to assume that the 
that it , ° excrete in certain cases is due to the fact 
mass wh"1^1*15 smad air spaces or voids throughout its 
*rregularl 1C“ are connected to each other more or less 
to the r anc* through which water passes, due either 
attractio>reSenCe ^e hydrostatic head or to capillary 
space isn ^t the time of placing the 
Particles °?cuP*e<^ by water carrying in suspension fine 
?0ntinuo ° ce(nent- It is not necessary to assume that 
in order U(4,Ca^'^ar^ Passages must
Probable 3t as dries the water may get out. It is 
Crete in j the excess of water passes out of the con-
throup^ in such a state as to leave behind no pores
terior 0f w 11ch water could again find access to the in- 

Th 1 ^ C°ncrete or penetrate the structure, 
blem of6 (iaest-i°n of watertight concrete is then a pro- 
c°ntain re.dllc*ng the size and number of voids. Sands 
(he tota]V° 1 ran&in& from about 25 to 40 per cent, of 
Cement t V° ume °f dry loose sand. The proportions of 
niaximlln? a^^peSate re uired to make a mixture of the 
abom j . density with sands of these extreme values are 
rfcrtars *° 1 :2 /i- Experience has demonstrated that 
rcquirin eaneP than this are not suitable for work 
Pr0pOrt;Q c°nsiderable strength or density, so that the 
^C|ently as used in ordinary engineering work are suf- 
fhe agLriJh t0 Produce a watertight concrete, provided 

g e^ates possess the requisite qualities. 
vpids f^^Cs op crusher-run limestone show 37 per cent. 
si?e sto each of two specimens, one having a maximum 
1 %-io sPe Passing 2^-in. sieve, the second passing 
retaineçj !fVe’ A broken stone passing a 2^-in. ring and 
°Und aj3 n a H-in. screen had 46 per cent, voids. Feret 

®tones of°at 52 per cent, voids in samples consisting of 
A simiia 3 °UP one size, for each of three different sizes. 
^raduatjC r Variation in the percentage of voids with 
^Creenecj n In sizes of particles is found with gravel, for 

Cent ^rave^ op approximately one size of particles 40 
np- ' °, 45 per cent., for a well-graded gravel con- 

Sand 25 per cent.
patent isan?°unt °f voids in a mixture of aggregate and 
. h tfie v -Ve Jeast when the cement is just sufficient to 
ltself ■ 01 ds in the aggregate, since the cement paste 
^ egate 6SS dense fhan the coarse material of the

concrete.

Experience has proved that materials, as supplied 
for large works, run uniformly enough to permit the pro
portioning and grading to be maintained at such a degree 
of excellence as to insure watertight construction 
very small expense for testing.

The following- abstract from the results of laboratory 
tests made by the United States Bureau of Standards, 
Technologic Paper No. 3, are here quoted:—

These tests show that the permeability of concrete 
was not dependent entirely upon the quantity of cement 
used in proportion to the total aggregate, but depended 
also upon the ratio of coarse aggregate to fine aggregate. 
It will be observed in the case of sand No, 4, that the 

proportion was decidedly more impermeable 
than the 1 :2 -.4 proportion, although the former contains 
considerably less cement in proportion to aggregate.

Tests designed to show the effect of waterproofing 
materials, especially such as are added as fillers, should 
present a granulometric analysis of the aggregate, as 
comparisons are valueless without such information. It 
is to be expected that tests on mortar in which a sand 
was used having a deficiency of fine particles would show 
increased impermeability and increased strength upon the 
addition of a small amount of fine material. On the other 
hand, if the aggregate already "contains as much fine 
material as it requires, addition of a fine material as 
waterproofing may be expected to decrease the strength 
and have no beneficial effect as a waterproofing material.

The method of proportioning the aggregate by 
chanical analysis, which is described by Taylor & Thomp
son as exact and scientific, is recommended. The granu
lometric analysis requires a very inexpensive equipment 
and a complete analysis of an aggregate may be made 
in less than one hour’s time. By its use definite data may 
be obtained upon which to base conclusions as to 
the necessity of and method of improving the concrete 
mixture.

concrete, some
at a

be left in the concrete

me-

Per
btini

In discussing the use of exterior coatings as against 
impermeable construction, the point is often advanced 
that although there is no doubt that watertight concrete 
can be made, the watertightness is of no avail when 
cracks occur in the structure.

The subject of cracking is one of design. Cracks 
caused by failure to properly provide for primary stresses 
to which the structure is subjected, by faulty details, by 
settlement of foundation, by shrinkage of concrete when 
hardening in air, and by stresses developed in the 
crete. due to temperature changes.

Where concrete is to be deposited under circum
stances which make it impracticable to construct water
tight concrete, a special form of waterproofing should be 
provided.

C°ncreteSli^ll<: deficiency in cement produces a porous 
Permit thDecause the unfilled voids are large enough to 

conf *^ssa£e °f water, while properly-made 
1 lovver ,ainiaÉ> an excess of cement, though it may be 
ardenin J ei?s‘ty than the former, is impermeable after 
r|Ull x<) " Slnçe the voids in the cement paste are too 

Te perrnit the passage of water.
.? the C(f ^'lVe failed to discover substances which, added 

e Cenxp nCrete materials, w increase the density of 
i rt*cles 1 Paste which fills e interstices between the 
tvPr°vezri° t^le aggregates, hence it is not believed that 
;'lning S]ieat.as regards impermeabilit of concrete con- 

^ tUaterj 1]Clent cement can be made v the addition o 
S0 'a to the concrete mixture. 

h°tl‘ng an Cn®‘!neers apprehend that grading and propor- 
etT|e c Cording to ideal requirements necessitates ex- 

e and considerable expense, and, therefore,

are
con-

con-

Drainage.—The first requisite in designing any 
structure when water is to be kept out from the interior 
or from beneath, is to provide means of getting rid 
of the water as directly and as quickly as possible. 
Methods of providing drainage differ with the class of 
the structure.

cr
<
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B
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A method sometimes used on solid-floor bridges ^ 
which the deck is filled up above the top of the steel wit 
cement or bituminous concrete is to divide the floor Ç 
the bridge into rectangular sections, each of which 15 
sloped to a drain pipe at one corner which carries tn 
water through a down-spout at one of the supporting 
columns.

Much difficulty has been experienced with all type5 
of waterproofing on steel bridges in preventing the lea 
age of water along the webs of girders. Although t 
concrete filling of the deck may be carried up above t 
top of the rail and great pains may be taken in providing 
a joint with a waterproofing material between the g'r ® 
web and the concrete, leaks usually develop along 
girder. . <

Several bridges have been built in which a sP®cl 
flashing angle or Z-bar extending the full length has bee^ 
riveted to the inside of the girder to prevent the flow ^ 
water down the web of the girder. By carrying the c° 
crete filling up underneath the outstanding leg of_ ^ 
flashing angle or Z-bar an efficient flashing is obtain® 
Good results have been obtained in the case of 
girder bridges by carrying the concrete filling up ufi 
the top flange of the girder.

In considering the conclusions presented in Bui e
the following

Society64 in regard to reinforcing over supports, 
remarks of President Armstrong, of the Western 
of Engineers, are of interest:— <£)

In large railroad structures it is impracticable ^ 
reinforce concrete so that there will be no cracks ,°veuCfi 
line of supports ; good engineering would not permit s . 
practice. It would be better to allow the concrete to cr 
or to leave a joint there, and then provide some one • 
of keeping out the water. In the lighter structures, 
practicable to reinforce the concrete so that the re
nient will prevent cracks at supports.

A joint in the waterproofing which will 
movement of the ends of adjacent spans at supp°r 
believed to be necessary. The use of a metal nas 
between concrete slabs over joints has been used- ^ 

When the steel troughs run transversely to the tr^foe 
a slight movement under traffic is to be expected a ^ 
connection of the troughs to the girders. Conseque jj, 
it would seem necessary to keep the water away ,^g 
these connections by means of flashing and ProV c6(\t 
sufficient slope toward the centre of the floor, adJ

ack

it is
inform

to the girders.
Figures show methods of waterproofing 

structures.
Conclusions.—(1) Watertight concrete may be t 

tained by proper design, reinforcing the concrete aSa ef 
cracks due to expansion and contraction, using the 
proportions of cement and graded aggregates to s^fo]p 
the filling of voids and employing proper workma 
and close supervision. 0(

(2) Membrane waterproofing, of either aspm pS| 
pure coal-tar pitch in connection with felts and
with proper number of layers, good materials and 
manship and good working conditions, is recom a(1d 
as good practice for waterproofing masonry, concre 
bridge floors.

(3) Permanent and direct drainage of bridge
is essential to secure good results in waterproofing1 ^e 

■ (4) Integral methods of waterproofing concrete p(°' 
given some good results. Special care is required ^$it 
perly proportion the concrete, mix thoroughly and foe 
properly so as to have the void-filling compounds 
required duty; if this is neglected, the value of * tfoye^‘ 
pounds is lost and their waterproofing effect de

vari°uS

o'O'

During the construction of basements and pits, drain
age can be maintained by pumping, and permanent 
drainage should be provided whenever a free outlet can 
be obtained.

Drainage of arches and culverts is provided by 
sloping the extrados to the back of the abutments and 
to the piers, placing down-spouts at piers and drain pipes 
behind abutments.

Drainage of retaining walls, abutments and subway 
walls is provided by one or more lines of drain pipes, 
placed at different elevations along the back of the walls.

In tunnels the extrados of the arch may be provided 
with sufficient slope to facilitate the flow of seepage water 
to the side walls. The back filling consists of porous 
materials, which will permit the ready passage of the 
water. Side-drains and connecting under-drains should 
be provided.

The drainage of subaqueous tunnels differs from the 
general problem of drainage, and is not concerned with 
waterproofing, in that it is a problem of handling water 
on the inside of the tunnel. This is usually accomplished 
by pumping from sumps.

The foundations of masonry reservoirs should be 
drained to insure the stability of the structure.

The solid floors of steel or reinforced concrete bridges 
may be drained by sloping the finished surface of the floor 
from the centre to each end, and carrying the water away 
back of the abutments, or the water can be carried away 
by downspouts at the intermediate points or supports.

Probably the commonest method of drainage solid- 
floor bridges is to slope the deck to one abutment or from 
a summit to both abutments. A continuous waterproofing 
layer extends over the deck and the top of the abutments 
and extends down over the back of the abutments to pre
vent the seepage of water at the bridge seat.

The surface of the waterproofing and its protection 
must have sufficient grade to carry away surface water. 
In the case of bridge floors, it is recommended that this 
grade be not less than 6 ins. in 100 ft. It is customary, 
when bridges are on sufficient grade to have the water
proofed surface at the same grade, the water being car
ried down over the back wall of the lower abutment, 
where drainage is provided by coarse backing and open- 
joint drains.

An objection to this method of drainage is made by 
some who find that in the spring, when the surface ice 
and snow melt and the filling back of the abutments is 
still in a frozen condition, the water does not escape 
freely, but accumulates and eventually seeps through at 
the end of the bridge and flows over the face of the abut
ment. Another objection is that in bridges having sup
ports at curb lines and in the middle of the street, whether 
of flat slab construction or of steel troughs filled with 
concrete, cracks in the waterproof covering and in the 
concrete filling are likely to appear where joints are not 
provided over these supports, and where joints are pro
vided, trouble is likely to be experienced in preventing 
the seepage of water.

When the troughs of steel bridges run transversely 
to the track and the filling in the troughs is omitted, the 
individual troughs may be drained through outlets in the 
bottom of the troughs into a drainage gutter suspended 
beneath the deck. These gutters may empty into pipes 
which run through the abutments and empty outside the 
embankment. Difficulty is found in obtaining a seal be
tween the waterproofing and the drain pipe or opening 
in the trough.

When the troughs of solid floor steel bridges run 
parallel with the tracks, the water is usually carried over 
the abutments as in the concrete floor bridges.
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Adopted by the Irrigation Office.

tion ditches, and at present the regimen of flow is being 
studied at 139 regular gauging stations on streams and 
40 on irrigation ditches. Winter records, which 
valuable for power investigations and municipal 
supplies, have been given special attention latterly and 
records have been secured on almost all the important 
streams in these provinces during the past winter.

Organization. 1 he methods of carrying on the in
vestigations were similar to those of previous years. 
Local residents were engaged to observe the gauge height 
at regular gauging stations, 
recorded in a book supplied by the department, and at 
the end of each week the 0b.1

are so 
water

1 hese observations were

tver copied the week’s
records on a postal card whii was sent to the chief

1
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P^°GRESS
OF STREAM MEASUREMENTS IN 

WESTERN CANADA.

T prierai scheme of stream measurement being 
^•rried out under the direction of F. H. Peters, 

-■> Commissioner of Irrigation for the Depart- 
^ngii ment the Interior, was outlined in The Canadian 
referr.pCjr ^0r November 3rd and 10th, 1910. The article 
Hyd to the report of P. M. Sander, C.E., Chief 
SePararra^er’ The department had been formed as a 
^üarte-6 0r§'anization in the spring of i9°9> with head- 
1 he oro-S a-t (:.nli?ary- The article concerning it dealt with 
rtienf sanization, scope of the work, methods of measure- 
in ou'r ^tc" ^ he investigation received further attention 
abstra ISsUe °f May 30th, 1912, which issue contained an 
the var' °* the progress report by Mr. Sander, describing 
rnea IOUs methods in use for determining discharge,

‘ TyeIocity, etc.
and fr G P^egress report for 1912 has just been issued 
been ext^ the following data, greatly condensed, has

eieasf,00^6 Work.—The chief features of the stream
the ement work are the collection of data relating to 
affect; W Sllrface waters and a study of the conditions 
cernin g .this flow- Information is also collected con- 
P-Oods ,r‘yer profiles, the duration and magnitude of 
Miich’ 'rr*"at'on, water-power, storage, seepage, etc.,

T ma-v he of use in hydrographic studies.
'ions a,1S *n^ormation is obtained by a series of observa
nt SuitaK,regular gauging stations which are established 
'"§• star- points- The selection of sites for these gaug- 
jhe phv 1-°ns an<f their maintenance depend largely upon 
's t0 blS,Cal Matures and needs of the locality. If water 
ceives Use.d for irrigation purposes the summer flow re- 
allrPoseJ3€.CIal attention ; where it is required for power 
"oty. becomes necessary to determine the minimum
^ardîn» Water is to be stored' information is obtained re
foe dig lae maximum flow. In all cases the duration of 
°Ut fL erent stages of the streams is recorded. Through- 
y*"al sta.C°Untry gauging stations are maintained for gen- 
^r°tig-h T,CaI Purposes, to show the conditions existing 

stati0g iong periods. They are also used as primary 
rneas’ an<^ their records in connection with short series 

X at Ur«ments will serve as bases for estimating the 
In 1Cl" Points in the drainage basin. 

e spring of 1912, field operations
]32 regular gauging stations _ .

Alberta and Saskatchewan and 30 on lrriga-

were corn- 
various£ tvith

ams in on

hydrographer by the first convenient mail. The district 
hydrographers made regular visits to the gauging sta
tions, usually once in every three weeks. On these visits 
they examined the observer’s records, made discharge 
measurements and collected such information and data 
as would be of use in making estimates of the daily flow 
at the station. The results of the gaugings were trans
mitted by a postal card to the chief hydrographer. In the 
office these reports of the gauge height observers and the 
hydrographers were copied from the postal cards to 
regular forms and filed. At the close of the open season, 
some of the hydrographers returned to the office and 
assisted in the final computations and estimates of 
off. Gauge height-area, gauge height-mean velocity, and 
gauge height-discharge curves were plotted and rating 
tables constructed. Tables of discharge measurements, 
daily gauge height and discharge, and monthly discharge 
were also compiled.

run-

Portù>U teStS sh°uld be made to ascertain the proper pro- 
jns ar*d effectiveness of such compounds. 

ascertn'6gra^ c°mP°unds should be used with caution, 
as theîmiffg t^le'r chemical action on the concrete as well 
Cornpo'r ^aect on *ts strength ; as a general rule, integral 
as Unas are not recommended, since the same results
P^enrtertightness

/ ,a^e °f cement and properly grading the aggregate. 
Or bitu • Ur^ace coatings, such as cement mortar, asphalt 
forced mm?us mastic, if properly applied to masonry rem
and c a^amst cracks produced by settlement, expansion 
Proofin°ntraCfaon’ may be successfully used for water- 
anfl s; g- arches, abutments, retaining walls, reservoirs 
pressi mi af structures ; for important work under high 
^nditiÜ^ns Water these cannot be recommended for all

Varn!sh ^urfoce brush coating, such as oil paints and 
proofir, JS’ ,are n°t considered reliable or lasting for water- 

n§' of masonry.

be obtained by adding a smallcan
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way Company to develop power for use at the Lake 
Louise Chalet.

Further power development of Bow River depends 
very largely on the creation of storage reservoirs, to con
serve flood water for use during the winter months, and 
during igi2 the Water Power Branch continued and com
pleted its investigations of the upper regions of BoW 
River drainage basin. Whether any new stations are 
established in this district or any of the present ones me 
abandoned will depend largely on the report of the Water 
Power Branch and it is therefore awaited with much 
interest.

The regular staff consisted of the chief hydrographer, 
ten assistant engineers, one recorder, one computer and 
one clerk. In order to overtake back work, three junior 
engineers were also employed for a portion of the year. 
The territory was divided for administrative purposes, into 
nine districts, viz., Banff, Calgary, Macleod, Cardston, 
Milk River, Western Cypress Hills, Eastern Cypress 
Hills, Moose Jaw, and Battleford. In each district there 
was an engineer and while in the field he had an assistant, 
and was equipped with the necessary gauging and survey
ing instruments. The tenth engineer was employed at 
rating meters and office work during the summer.

As winter records are of no value on a great many 
of the smaller streams the number of gauging stations 
maintained during the winter months was much less than 
during the summer, and by re-arranging the districts five 
engineers were able to do all the field work during the 
winter. The other five engineers and the three juniors 
have compiled the records.

Banff District.—This district included ten regular 
gauging stations. As the district has been in operation 
for some time, and several new stations had been estab
lished after a thorough reconnaissance in 1911, very few 
changes were made in the Banff district during 1912. In 
a few cases the conditions have been so unfavorable that 
gauge readings could not be obtained all winter, but in 
almost every case discharge measurements have been 
made regularly at intervals of about two weeks during 
the whole year at all of the stations excepting Forty-mile 
Creek, which was not established until July 31, 1912, 
and Jumpingpound Creek, which was not included during 
the winter months. During' the year a large number of 
miscellaneous gaugings were made.

Owing to the comparatively low flow of Bow River 
during the winter months, the Calgary Power and Trans
mission Company, which has a power plant in operation 
at Horseshoe Falls and is building another plant at Kana- 
naskis Falls, found it necessary to store water to tide 

this period, and during the spring of 1912 built a 
dam on Cascade River near the mouth of Devil’s Creek 
to increase the storage capacity of Lake Minewanka. 
The dam was completed before the high water period in 
June and the reservoir was therefore filled last summer 
(1912) and emptied during the winter. As this dam backs 
water up Devil’s Creek the gauging station on this stream 
had to be abandoned, and it must be borne in mind, when 
using the records of flow of Cascade and Bow Rivers be
low Lake Minewanka reservoir, that after the first of 
June, 1912, the flow is affected by the operation of this 
reservoir and the records do not represent the true natural 
flow of the stream.

The town of Banff takes its domestic water supply 
from Forty-mile Creek, and as its requirements are gradu
ally increasing it was thought advisable to take records

It is, however, impossible to 
get an observer above the intake of the waterworks and 
the station had to be established below the intake. The 
records, therefore, only represent the surplus flow which 
is not used by the town, and the consumption of the town 
has to be added to obtain the total natural flow of the 
stream.

Calgary District.—This district included 18 regular 
gauging stations. It is the same as in 1911, except that 
a regular gauging station has been established on High' 
wood River above the mouth of Pekisko Creek. Whüe 
this station was established primarily for statistical pur' 
poses, its records will probably be of considerable valu6 
in determining the possibilities of power development 10 
this stream.

There were no special developments in this district 
during 1912, but as the canals being constructed by 
Canadian Pacific Railway Company, the Southern Alberta 
Land Company, and the Alberta Land Company, afC 
nearing completion, fjie value of the records of strea,fl 
flow becomes more apparent. The first company will n° 
doubt require more than the average low water flow. 
Bow River, and the other two depend entirely on the h1» 
water and flood discharge of the river for their wate 
supply. Not only is it necessary to know the discharge 
of the river at these stages but also the duration 0 
each stage.

The Southern Alberta Land Company and the Cana 
dian Pacific Railway Company both anticipate the 
version of water throughout the whole of the open 
period, and anticipate a diversion that will approach t1 
whole of the flow of the river so that the conditions 
diversion for these large companies are becoming cr*tlC?]v

These problems cannot, however, be satisfactor ; 
solved without records of stream flow covering a period 
several years, and now that there are nearly five year 
records of the flow of Bow River at Calgary approxima 
estimates can at least be made.

In designing a dam it is essential to know the

of

floW

of

over
s’

mait*'
mum flood discharge of the stream in order to Pr°V!jie 
the necessary spillway to pass it without injury to 
structure or adjoining property. During the past ye 
all available data regarding the floods on Bow River 
collected and estimates of the maximum flood dischato
at different points were made.

Macleod District.—This district included 26 regu*^ 
gauging stations. As it had been thoroughly reconnojt ^ 
during previous years it was not necessary to esta ^ 
any new stations on rivers or creeks during I912- 
however, some of the smaller streams in the Crow’s 
Pass are being used for domestic and industrial ^ 
supplies it will probably be advisable to establish rei?U;ng 
gauging stations on some of these during the c0tr) 
year.

of the flow of this stream.

Owing to the abundance of coal in this district, P° je. 
is not very expensive and water power has not beetle 
veloped. There are no great power possibilities but 0f 
are good opportunities for developing a small amo011 j, 
power very cheaply. One very serious drawback to w ^ 
power development is the absence of suitable s’teS 
reservoirs to store water to augment the winter fl°'v/ ;ct 

Irrigation is not generally required in this °lSvery 
and the developments in that line are therefore not 
great. ,

Bath Creek is an important tributary of Bow River 
but no regular station has been established on it as it has 
been impossible in the past to secure an observer. This 
difficulty may not exist in future, and in such 
regular gauging station will be established.

Records will also be taken in future of the flow of 
Louise Creek, which is used by the Canadian Pacific Rail-

a case, a

A
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District.—This district included 13 regular The number of regular gauging stations in this dis
trict is comparatively small, but owing to the long 
distances between gauging stations and the importance 
of some of these it is impossible to increase the number.

There are now eight dams on Moose Jaw Creek in 
connection with domestic and industrial water supplies, 
and at least one other is contemplated. There is also 
about the same number of dams on Souris River. Though 
small and of an inferior quality, the water supply from 
these streams is very valuable. In order to intelligently 
administer the regulations and deal with new applications 
for water supply it is absolutely necessary to obtain con
tinuous records of the flow of these streams at different

therefore being given special

United r, u£ust) 1912, an arrangement was made with the 
in» st ■ tat€s Geological Survey by which regular gaug- 
be m • lot?s 0n St. Mary and Milk Rivers would in future
strnction 'nHd J‘0intly’ each bearin&
Satisfa ana mair>tenance. To get more accurate and 
at theC ]01 ^ re?or<^s it was decided to re-locate the stations 
install 3est s*tes near the International Boundary and 

^automatic recording gauges.
and th^h6 are °nly a Pew irrigation ditches in this district 
these tî *X dro^apher therefore makes any inspections of 
made ;lat.are necessary. Unless urgent, they are usually 
are lo^11 tl0 *ate summer or early fall when the streams 
as 0ft V anc* almost stationary, and need not be gauged 

€tl às usual.
stati^gk **iver District.—The number of regular gauging 
dumber K" tb^S district is comparatively small, 10 in 
of them ,ut. owing to shifting conditions at every one 
Orfler t ’ ^ *S .necessary to make frequent gaugings in 
the stab ^et febat>ie records, and as the distance between 
not coirl°nS 's a*30ve the average the hydrographer can- 

a larger district. The arrangement with the 
_10n tates _ Geological Survey also includes gauging 

River • °,n River and the South Branch of Milk
thls district.

reguU.eStern Cypress Hills District.—This included 36 
J ^uging stations.

recordsailf *be ditch owners do not realize the value of 
been ;m° tbe water used by them, and it has therefore 
these \v'n°SSible to good records on the ditches, but 
the irrj * gradually improve, for, as irrigation increases, 
°nly frf a'°r will find the records very useful and will be 

"ng ^ R^ad to co-operate with the department in

half the cost of con-

points, and they 
attention.

are

Winter records were taken only on Moose jaw Creek 
near Moose Jaw, Qu’Appelle River at Lumsden, and 
South Saskatchewan River at Medicine Hat during 
January, February, and March, but were also obtained 
on Souris River at Estevan, and Swiftcurrent Creek at 
Swift Current in December. The station at Medicine Hat 
was included in the Macleod district, and the others in the 
Battleford district during January, February and March, 
but in December were a part of the new Moose Jaw dis
trict, which includes part of the old Battleford district.

Ünited
stati

Battleford District.— I his district included 6 regular 
gauging stations. While there was no immediate use for 
records on the streams in this district when it was first 
started, the records are now of very great value to the 
Department of Public Works in their study of the North 
Saskatchewan River for navigation purposes, also to the 
Water Power Branch of this department and others in
terested in power development. There will be a good 
market for power in central* Alberta, and many parties 
have been investigating the favorable water power sites 
and are awaiting records of the flow of the streams west 
and north of Edmonton.

During the winter almost continuous records 
taken at all the regular gauging stations in this district. 
Those at Battleford, Prince Albert and Saskatoon 
included in the new Moose Jaw district during December 
and the remainder in a new district called the Edmonton 
district. The Edmonton district included Red Deer River 
at Red Deer, North Saskatchewan River at Edmonton, 
and Athabasca River and its tributaries.

Bench Marks.—When the stream measurement work 
was first started, the gauges were usually referred to a 
bench mark on a wooden stake or stump of a tree. These 
were easily shifted or destroyed and were not satisfactory. 
In 1911, an iron bench mark of the type used by the 
United States Geological Survey was adopted, and 
established as 62 regular gauging stations. During the 
past year, about 45 more were established and now almost 
all the gauges are either referred to a bench mark on a 
concrete pier or other permanent structure, or to one of 
these iron bench marks.

taki
Tbistations‘S dlstr'ct includes a great many regular gauging 

able war°n v.ery small streams, but as every bit of avail- 
recorH=. 6r wiI1 eventually be used for irrigation purposes 

as °n these

were

^ are valuable.
c°verecj de t|1‘s is a rather large driving district, it can be 
^here : Sat*sfactorily except, during the spring time, 
the wint Usuaky quite a large snow-fall in the hills during 
Spri«g o r 3nd this usually runs off very quickly when 
a short Rens UP and the streams become quite high for 
l'P, but lme‘ Sometimes rains follow and keep the flow 
'vateP always, and the irrigators depending on high
reservoin Po°d discharge of the stream should fill their 
e3r]y s^s. at the first opportunity. The records during 
but as t] are therefore of considerable importance, 
difficult 16 freshets are of short duration and travelling is 
Rrapher that Gme, it is impossible fpr one hydro- 
«boujçj 1 ° ,COver the district properly. The hydrographer 
Narch the field on or shortly after the middle of
'act th 1, has not always been possible, owing to the 
funds 1 the fiscal year ends on the 31st of March and 
?acJe ;nefre not available. Provision should therefore be 
,,e Pkiryvi U.lUre estimates so that two hydrographers can 
mey C1 ]n this district during the spring and so that 

Rtart Add work about the middle of March. 
d'Strict'mer measurements would be of little value in this 

and none have therefore been taken.
Çd 41 r!ler,n Cypress Hills District.—This district includ- 

Sri ar gauging stations. Beaver dams have be- 
^euit niImer°us on some of the streams in it that it is 

Mo ° sal-'s^actory records of the flow. 
gau»°Se Jaw District.—This district included 16 regu- 

g nR stations.

were

was

Whenever an opportunity is 
afforded these are tied to the Canadian Pacific Railway 
or Dominion Government levels, to determine their ele
vation above sea level, and are therefore also a convenient 
reference for local levelling operations.

Fig. 1 shows the type and details of the permanent 
iron bench mark which is used. It is made of a piece of 
3*4-inch wrought iron pipe which is split at the bottom 
and expanded to a width of ten inches in order to anchor 
the tube solidly in the ground. The top is covered by a 
cap cast out of brass, or preferably aluminum bronze (10% 
Al. and 90% Cu.), which is secured to the top of the pipe 
by a long iron rivet. The inscriptionw on the cap is cast 
in sunk-in letters giving a smooth surface to the cap. All
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There are, therefore, a great many computa-the field.
tions to be made in the office and the services of a com-

the exposed surfaces of the iron pipe are given a good 
coat of a first quality rust-resisting paint, and the bench 
mark is set with six inches projecting above the ground.

The brass cap for the iron bench mark may be modi
fied and made with a stem about three inches long pro
jecting on the under side which can be cemented into a 
drill hole in solid rock or masonry, to form a permanent 
and convenient bench mark.

Office Work.—The reports of the gauge height ob
servers and the hydrographers are transmitted to the 
office by postal cards. These are copied to office forms 
and filed in a cabinet, which is carefully indexed and 
where they can be referred to at any time without trouble. 
As the engineers complete their computations, the results 
are entered on convenient forms and filed in the same 
cabinet.

puter are required.
Future Work.—The stream measurement work will 

be continued during the coming year in all the old dis
tricts ; and every effort will be made to extend the terri
tory covered, but the scope of the work is, of course, 
limited by the appropriation and staff available.

There are a number of important streams which r*se 
in the mountains west of the Calgary and Edmonton 
Branch of the Canadian Pacific Railway. With the ad' 
vent of railways, industries will soon be started in this 
district and the water supply will be an important factor- 
During the coming year it is proposed to have a hydr°" 
grapher make a thorough reconnaissance of this district 
and make a study of the water supply, particularly to ge*- 
records of the flow of the North Saskatchewan River an 
its tributaries. No doubt there are possibilities of water 
power development in this district, and records of stream 
flow will be wanted.

During the past year some information has been 
secured regarding the flow of Athabasca, McLeod an 
Pembina rivers. It will be impossible to secure observers 
wherever desired, but it is hoped during the coming yea!j 
to make a careful reconnaissance of Athabasca River an 
its tributaries and establish regular gauging stations 
wherever the value of the records will warrant the expense 
of obtaining them. As elsewhere, our investigations 
this district during the past year show that the minimum 
flow which occurs during the winter is much below 
general expectation, and as there is a large number ^ 
possible power sites on this stream winter records are ^ 
much value, and special efforts will be made to 
records at the more important points during the 
winter.

A cabinet made up of four styles of drawers is used 
for filing the records. The top section is used for filing 
the gauge height books of the observers and the current 
meter note books of the hydrographers. The gauge 
height books are filed alphabetically according to the 
names of the gauging stations, while the current meter 
note books are filed alphabetically, according to the names 
of the hydrographers. The next section contains the 
postal cards sent in by the observers and the hydro
graphers. Both of these are filed alphabetically, accord
ing to the names of the gauging stations. The third 
section is made up of map drawers and contains the gauge 
height-area, gauge height-mean velocity and gauge 
height-discharge curves, and plotted cross-sections which 
are filed alphabetically, according to the names of the 
gauging stations. The same section contains the maps 
showing the outlines of the drainage basins, filed numeri
cally, according to the number of the sectional sheet. The 
rating curves for the current meters are also filed in this 
section numerically, according to the office numbers of 
the meters. The bottom section of the cabinet consists 
of letter size pockets, alphabetically arranged for each 
gauging station. The tables of gauge heights, discharge 
measurements, daily gauge height and discharge, monthly 
discharge, a description of the station, and memos of any 
changes are filed in these pockets. The different rating 
tables for each meter are also filed numerically in this 
section and another drawer contains the monthly reports 
of the meteorological service.

The copying and filing of the reports of the gauge 
height observers and the hydrographers is entrusted to 
the office recorder. While doing this he must carefully 
examine all records to see that there are no errors, and 
where there are doubtful or impossible records it is his 
duty to have the data corrected or ascertain the cause of 
the unusual condition. He also makes out the pay list 
for the observers and conducts the correspondence relat
ing to the records.

All computations are checked before being used or 
published. For this reason, as far as possible, men with 
some technical education, or students in science, 
gaged as .helpers, 
helper and his work is checked by the hydrographer. In 
some instances where there is a great deal of driving and 
camping out, the hydrographer cannot secure a helper 
who can compute discharges, and in that case he computes 
the discharges himself and his computations are checked 
in the office.

Gaugings of the flow under ice are usually made by 
using the multiple point method, and vertical velocity 
curves have to be plotted to determine the mean velocity 
in the vertical. The computation by this method is long 
and tedious and cannot be done by the hydrographer in

get
nex£

fre-Fortunately, excessive floods do not occur very 
quently on the streams in Alberta and Saskatchewa^ 
but, nevertheless, it is most important that these shou 

be under-estimated when designing dams, headgat > 
bridges, and other works on the. streams. Not only d 
their destruction cause heavy loss to the owners ,g 
structures but the lives and property of many other Pe°"0f 
are endangered. As above intimated, special studies 
the maximum floods on Bow and North Saskatche '
Rivers at certain points were made during the past ye^j 
In future this subject will be given special attention, 
available data will be collected, and the estimates 
lated in convenient form for use in designing structu 
at different points on each large stream.

It might not be amiss to refer to the important e^s 
studying the winter flow of some of the smaller sti^ 
in the more thickly populated districts. Domestic 
industrial water supplies have been installed to take 
supply from streams which, judging from their open 'va 
flow, would provide an ample supply at all times- > 
several instances waterworks have been installed wl jjt 
sufficient knowledge of the winter flow, with the 
that the supply proved to be inadequate during the 
When the supply is from open streams this can very ^ 
be overcome by creating storage reservoirs at a n°I^ief6 
cost, but in cases where the supply is from springs ^ 
is seldom any remedy. As many of the towns 0,1 
prairie are dependent for their water supply on s ^st 
with very small flow during the winter months, it lS (|,eif 
important that they should know before designing ^jj) 
works exactly what that flow is, so that the scheme 
include the necessary storage facilities. The ral 'va^vatef 
also becoming perplexed as to how to get enough 
in some localities to operate their trains during the

A

not

tabu-

of

are en-
The gaugings are computed by the
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t0 jjaujS and during the past winter had, in some instances, 
of th • Water for very long distances, owing to the failure 
dischar Water supply at certain tanks. Records of the 
thouL„;^ of all the streams in these localities, even 
anj wint'6^ Sma^’ are very valuable during both summer

from .ei}§feeers make their estimates of stream flow 
P°>nted>reC*P*tat*°n records. It should, however, be 
isolated °U^ tbat precipitation records gathered at a few 
probai i P°mts are °f very little value in estimating the 
Saskat Î discharge of the streams in Alberta and 
Physical 1eJVan and very often are misleading. The 
Within^tu ^eatures and the precipitation are so varied 
can be "6 Same drainage basin that no reliable estimates 
very off113^6" ^freams, such as Bow River, for instance, 
c°mna +-1 bave a comparatively large run-off during a 
much i"3 1Ve^ hot) dry summer, due to the fact that a 
mount ar^e.r quantity of snow and ice is melted in the 
mer aijns *n a hot, dry summer than in a cold, wet sum- 
mount ‘ ° a co^> wet s mmer the precipitation in the 
^aiinp-11^ °^ten fads as now and is stored instead of 
strea ^ °Wn to Still further swell the already high 
SaskaA same condition is found on the North
sourceC €Wa!1 °d all other large streams whose main 
Possibf ai"e *n. the mountains. It is, for instance, im- 
Saskat^0 €sthnate the probable discharge of the North 
record CheWan River at Prince Albert from precipitation 
of strea an|| the only reliable data to use are the records

of the'n arrive at anything approaching a reliable estimate 
of tjlo °w °f a stream at different stages and the duration 
charp. $e stages, a series of continuous records of dis- 
necessneXten<^fe^ over a considerable period is absolutely 
No o ry" George W. Rafter, in Water Supply Paper 
Survev published by the United States Geological 
from t Says: “Further, it can be stated that for records 
may b'Venty years to thirty-five years in length the error 
Per C„C expected to vary from 3.25 per cent, down to 2 
and fif> ar*d that, for the shorter periods of five, ten 
11 e n years the probable extreme deviation from

Would be 15 per cent., 8.25 per cent., and 4.75
respectively.

recordsr <<vafter Says> further, that with less 
3s t0 ’ 1 fe- Henry reached the conclusion that at
Suit th ° years’ observations are required to obtain a re
tire at wi,l not depart more than 5 per cent, from the 
'Vas fjr- The average variation of a 35-year period 
Per centM to be 5 per cent., and for a 40-year period 3

PRESENT DAY WATER FILTRATION PRACTICE.

HE two methods of water filtration ; namely, by 
slow sand and by rapid sand filters, English’and 
American types respectively, are traced in their 
development, are compared as to their relative ap

plicability to meet varying sets of conditions and are dis- 
cussed as to the features of operation upon which the 
efficiencies of both depend, in a paper to be presented by 
Mr. George A. Johnson, Consulting Engineer, New 
York City, at the coming meeting of the American Water- 
Works Association in Philadelphia. The writer dwells 
also to some extent

T

upon the questions of comparative 
cost of filtered water as obtained by the two methods.

According to Mr. Johnson, the first municipal water 
filter was built at London 85 years ago. It was built to 
perform only the functions of a mechanical strainer for 
the removal of suspended matter. At that time the two 

important water-borne diseases (typhoid fever 
cholera) had not then been discovered, and the 
theory of diseases was not advanced until

most and 
germ 

some, 20 years
later. The first official recognition of water filtration as 
a means of reducing the dangers in impure drinking 
water took the form of an Act of Parliament in 1852, 
which made compulsory the filtration of the entire 
supply of the metropolitan district of London.

water

This filter, as well as all those which followed during 
the succeeding 50 years, was of the slow sand type. 
After considerable scientific investigation, particularly 
in Germany, this type found its way to America and ap
peared at Poughkeepsie, N.Y., about 1875, as the first 
municipal water filtration plant in America. Its adoption 
was slow, however, and, in 1890, only 35,000 people in 
America were being served with water so filtered.

A patent for a process in xwhich a coagulant was 
added to the raw water before filtration was granted in 
1884, and with the use of coagulating chemicals the 
chanical or rapid sand filter developed.

Up to January, 1914, some 30 slow sand filtration 
plants were put in operation, or were at that date under 
construction in the United States. They have a daily 
filtration capacity of 840,000,000 gallons and are de
signed to serve a total population of 5,500,000. Of this 
population 73 % is served by the filter plants installed in 
eight cities, while the remaining population is widely 
scattered through some twenty cities.

me-

'he 't'ean
cent.

Mr. Johnson’s paper takes into consideration the 
operation and efficiency of the plants at Lawrence, Mass. ; 
Albany, N.Y. ; Washington, D.C. ; Philadelphia, Pa.,’ 
and Pittsburgh, Pa., showing the difficulties under which 
filters of this type are obliged to work when called 
to treat muddy, waters.

ThOf mor e r®cords of this office do not extend over a period 
Period • <ban five years on any stream, and during that 

Jnterruptions have occurred, due to lack of funds 
Proper provision should be made so that this 

in future be subject to these interruptions. 
s°Urce„^ '' ater supply is one of the most important re 

of °f a country, and an accurate knowledge of the 
for Water in nearly all important streams is essentia 

solution of many problems in connection with 
water-power, irrigation, domestic and in 

-<ulno. Water supplies, sewage disposal, mining;, bridge 
^OrapyT’r riVer'channel protection, flood prevention, and 
are heL f°r conservation of flood waters. The records 

fipi , ? used quite extensively now by engineers an 
s> -fof operations should be extended to include other

,Y Th^ not tbe whole of Canada. _ . ,
Hydro£,r;V,ork is "in charge of P. M. Sander, C.E., Chie 
*913 l ‘ pber- His first assistant since January IS > 
Estant8 been G. H. Whyte, B.A.Sc., and his second 

’ G- R. Elliott, B.A.Sc.

and staff.'vork upon
It is noted that in every in

stance, with the sole exception of Lawrence, the original 
design has been improved upon and the

Will not
The

preparatory
treatment of the work made more complete. This pre
paratory treatment consisted in some instances of rough
ing filters, the use of coagulant, or both, while at practi
cally all slow sand filter plants in the United States the 
final filtered product is sterilized with hypochlorites. Mr. 
Johnson states that with the exception of Lawrence, 
Providence and New Haven, it is becoming difficult to 
locate the slow sand filter plant which does not in some 
important respect depart from the original ideas of what 
constituted that system of water purification or which 
does not in some way make use of certain inherent ideas 
upon which are based the rapid sand system of - water 
filtration.
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Weighted Average Slow ................. *
Rapid .................

(a) Lower Roxborough ; (b) Upper Roxborough,
Belmont ; (d) Torresdale.

o4

Cost of construction of slow sand and rapid sand water 
filtration plants. Approximate

cost per
million
gallons

daily
capacity-

Kind
of

sand
filters.

Present
daily

filtering
capacity.

City.

$20,000 (a) 

26,000 (a)
Albany, N..Y........................ Slow

Slow
20,000,000

200,000,000Pittsburgh, Pa.
Philadelphia, Pa. :

Torresdale 
Upper Roxborough .. Slow 
Lower Roxborough ..Slow 

Slow
Washington, D.C..............Slow

(a)Slow 37,700 
29,800 
26,300 (aJ 

45,2oo ' 
30,000 (d;

250,000,000
28,000,000

17,000,000
60,000,000

100,000,000

I
(a)Belmont

(c)Cincinnati, Ohio 
Columbus, Ohio 
Dallas, Texas . 
Harrisburg, Pa. 
Little Falls, N.J. 
Lorain, Ohio

Rapid 
Rapid 
Rapid 
Rapid 
Rapid 
Rapid

New Milford, N.J............ Rapid
Watertown, N.Y................Rapid

11,400 Mi 
13,000

13,000

10,300

15,000

14,000

11,000

11,250

112,000,000
30,000,000
15,000,000
16,000,000

32,000,000
6,000,000

24,000,000
8,000,000

$32,600

12,100
Weighted averages .... Slow 

Rapid

(a) Cost of preliminary filters included.
(b) Cost of Dalecarlia Reservoir not included. Cost

McMillan Park Reservoir included, and also cost of 
modeling Georgetown Reservoir, as well as cost of coagu’a 
ing basin. ,

(c) Cost of large plain sedimentation basin not include
(d) Cost of softening works not included.
The above figures show that the approximate relative 

cost of building the slow sand and rapid sand filter plafit® 
mentioned was $32,600 and $12,100 respectively, P6 
million gallons daily capacity. At 5 per cent, the fi*® 
charges on these sums would amount to $4.47 and $I,t) ’ 
respectively, per million gallons of water filtered.

Operation and Maintenance___The cost of opera
and maintenance of filtration plants in a large measur^i 
varies, of course, with the quality of the raw water, 
a general way the following examples will serve to 
the charges ordinarily made against the operation 
maintenance of representative water filter plants 
country.

Cost of operation and maintenance of slow sand and 
sand filtration plants.

of

tiofl

show
and

in this

rap|d
Cost of 

opera

mainten 
ance Per 
million f 

gallon* or 
water 

filtered^,
" $2.5°

tion

andAverage
volumeKind

Year. City. of of
sand

filters.
water

filtered
daily.

1911 Albany, N.Y...............Slow
1912 Pittsburgh, Pa. ..Slow
1911 Philadelphia, Pa. .Slow (a) 
1911 Philadelphia, Pa. .Slow (b) 
1911 Philadelphia, Pa. .Slow (c)
1911 Philadelphia, Pa. .Slow (d)
1912 Washington, D.C. .Slow

20,000,000

100,000,000

9,000,000

13,000,000
38,000,000

202,000,000
62,000,000

3-4’
5.62

3-59
883-

i.9'
4.0I

4.121912 Cincinnati, Ohio ..Rapid
1911 Harrisburg, Pa. ..Rapid
1912 Little Falls. N.J. ..Rapid 
1912 Louisville, Ky. ...Rapid 
1912 New Orleans, La,..Rapid

50,000,000

9,000,000

30,000,000

25,000,000
16,000,000

3.93
3.2°

3.48
6-3z

Since the installation of the first municipal rapid 
sand filtration plant at Somerville, N.J., in 1885, up
wards of 450 municipal filter plants of this type have been 
built or are now under construction in the United 
States. Those operating have a daily capacity totalling 
1,745,000,000 gallons and approximately 12,000,000 
people are being supplied with water so filtered.

Between 1890 and 1900 there was much scientific 
investigation into the merits of the new process. These 
studies were in no small measure responsible for the 
wonderful growth of rapid sand filtration during the past 
15 years, as the theory of the process was thoroughly 
worked out and the idea placed upon solid footing.

The type of construction changed abruptly about 
1900, rectangular concrete tanks frequently replacing the 
circular wooden or steel tanks formerly used. The new 
type necessitated the use of compressed air to agitate the 
sand layer while washing the filter and later the applica
tion of wash water at high velocities. These methods 
became general, supplanting the mechanical stirrers and 
wash water at low velocity used in the old type of rapid 
sand filters, and from which they had derived the name 
of mechanical filter.

Among the 450 plants mentioned above, the largest 
are situated at Little Falls, N.J. ; New Orleans, La. ; 
Cincinnati, Ohio; Louisville, Ky., and Columbus, Ohio, 
the respective daily capacities being 32, 44, 112, 36 and 
30 million gallons daily. Mr. Johnson’s paper describes 
the experiences of these five plants.

Relative Cost of Slow Sand and Rapid Sand Fltra- 
tion.—Construction.—In discussing the cost of building 
water filtration works of the slow sand and rapid sand 
types, respectively, Mr. Johnson gives consideration only 
to those items referring to the filter plant proper. Cost 
of land, pumping machinery, outside connecting piping, 
intakes, etc., in fact everything outside the filtration plant 
proper," is not considered. The following is a summary 
of this portion of his paper :

For slow sand filter costs the items will include the 
necessary filter buildings and filters with all appurten
ances, all inside piping, sand handling apparatus, pre
liminary sedimentation basins, preliminary filters and ap
purtenances and clear water reservoirs.

For rapid sand filter costs the items will include the 
filter buildings and filters with all appurtenances, all in
side piping, filter washing apparatus, coagulating and 
clear water basins. Thus a fairly good idea may be had 
of the relative cost of building purification plants of the 
two types.

It is true that, on account of the much greater area 
required, the cost for land is far greater in the case of 
slow sand filtration systems than for rapid sand systems. 
Roughly, other things being equal, land will cost twenty 
times as much for a slow sand filter installation as for a 
rapid sand plant. Furthermore, in large projects, it is 
often difficult conveniently to locate a site for slow sand 
filters, while for a rapid sand filter plant it is a relatively

If it is necessary to go a long 
distance in locating an extensive and suitable area of 
land for a slow sand filter site there is incurred a large 
expense for a conduit to bring the filtered water to the 
city. This is very rarely necessary in the case of rapid 
sand filter projects. So that, in studying the comparative 
figures which follow, it must distinctly be borne in mind 
that the costs given for slow sand filter installations 
really low, since the important considerations just 
tioned are not charged against them.

easy matter as a rule.

are
men-
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Tof the ° SUmmarize, the average cost of. building seven 
60 11 ^6St and most modern slow sand filter plants was 

the ave ^ mddon gallons daily capacity ; and, likewise, 
medin ei"a^e COst °f building six of the largest, and two 
miHior^ S1,Ze’ rap*d sar*d filtration plants was $12,100 per 
tion *°PS. capacity. The average cost of opera-
averap-n,t /na'nl:enance varied widely, of course, but 
filtgre^6, ^2-86 and $4.04 per million gallons of water 
livelyC ,île s*ow sand and rapid sand filters, respec- 
the r dcdng these last figures to the fixed charge 
tota]s -JL Cost °f construction makes up the following

RapidS£md filtration
Pltl Sand filtration

The increase during the same period in the number of 
people supplied with water from rapid sand filter plants 
was even more remarkable, totaling 5,422,000, or 54 per 
cent, greater than in the case of the slow sand filter 
systems.

“Since 1910 the slow sand filter has failed to main- 
jfln th,®,fat€ increase noted during the previous decade, 
the additional population served at this date 
pared with 1910, being 1,515,000. During the 
period the additional population served by rapid sand 
filters was 4,971,000. The proof is plain, therefore, that 
the slow sand filter has about reached its limit, while the 
rapid sand filter is growing faster each succeeding year.”

The paper contains tables and diagrams serving to 
show how the practice of water filtration has grown and 
the respective parts which slow sand and rapid sand’filter 
processes have played in the development of this import
ant branch of municipal sanitation.

It is to be noted that of 40.68 per cent, of urban 
population supplied with filtered water 27.98 per cent, is 
supplied from rapid sand filters.

as corn- 
sameon

$7.33 per million gallons 
$5.70 per million gallons

San(| Fih 'VC ^ySienic Efficiency of Slow Sand and Rapid 
Water n 6-rS"—dn f°rmer years the slow sand process of 
Brians ,n”cat*0n was favored by the majority of sani- 
COa>Par:Hnden§ineers because it was considered that, as 
Was m 6 WRb the rapid sand process, the former process 

^re nearly a “natural 
the

one and hence less liable tofail Ure
have lo, actual results obtained from both systems
Botf, onR Slnce shown this assumption to be unfounded, 
aient | r°Cesses require careful and intelligent manage- 
choiCç |Ut fbere is no room for doubt that if there is any 
belonp JetWeen fhe two as regards hygienic efficiency it 
built np *° t*le rapid sand process. Well designed and 
charac,antS Dpe not only can purify water of any
hroduef61^ .Iurb'd, colored or clear, so that the filtered 
liable t alWays be clear and colorless, but are less 
efbcienc° S.low sharp diminution in bacterial (hygienic) 
of tbe y ln cold winter months, or when the character 
'n<fustrMW Water is seriously contaminated with certain 
°f al] r-)3 • 'Vasfes- Chemical treatment is an integral part 
Used in P, sand filter processes, but is a makeshift when 
(he ni0 Coniunction with slow sand filter processes ; and 
filtrat,'/6 ^0mPÜcated the chemical treatment prior to 
*o fail 1 1 ,c more likely are the final slow sand filters

GOOD ROADS PREVENT DISEASE.

Few persons, on first thought, would see any possible 
connection between good roads and good health. Yet 
the State Boards of Health of Ohio and Kansas say that 
by the removal of weeds and trash good roads can and 
will prevent disease. Weeds and trash prevent the prompt 
evaporation of moisture and promote retention of ground 
water. This makes ideal breeding spots for mosquitoes, 
flies and other insects, which are known as disease 
tiers, not to mention chinch bugs, hoppers and other 
insects which are crop damagers. Furthermore, an un
dergrowth of weeds invites the dumping of garbage and 
manure by offering concealment, of which fact careless 
and thoughtless people are prone to take advantage, thus 
increasing the facility of insect breeding and providing 
these insect carriers with proper material for disease 
transmission.

car-

in the q31 1(d’ wherever chemicals are or should be used 
the s,0JeParation of water for filtration, it is proof that 
Miich sand filter is out of its element and in a field 
*Iusi ’ °n grounds of economy at least, belongs ex- 

t° the rapid sand system.

Good roads also prevent disease by providing good 
drainage. Many farms have no means of drainage except 
by ditches along roadways. Open ditches, clear of brush 
and debris, with hardened surface and proper fall, afford 
these farms the opportunity of ridding themselves of many 
a stagnant pool. The removal of weeds, proper road 
grading, surface hardening and oiling, insures

Inare gj j uPPort of the assertion that rapid sand systems 
Î0 hy»j e,l.st ^e equal of slow sand systems with respect 
")§■ the t‘C e,hciency, Mr. Johnson presents a table show- 
c'ties . Uphold fever death rate in certain American 
that the 'n^. sI°W sand or rapid sand filters. It is seen 
c ers is reSldual typhoid in those cities having rapid sand 
biters. 27 per cent. less than in those having slow sand

% in°I?Pa;ative Growth of Rapid and Slow Sand Filtra- 
the it .United States.—The growth of water filtration 

years Q a,ted States, particularly during the last dozen 
Pe°ple J°’ has been remarkable. In 19°° but ' ’860’000 

'9os the n .bein"g supplied with filtered water, and m 
^9rd. n^ed States was inferior to Japan in this re- 

lrire 1900 the population so supplied has m- 
y °39 per cent.

Veffiar?Ldecade 1900-1910 slow sand filtration showed 
Pl,ed frn7bIe Increase with respect to the population sup- 
t!rUct»on 1 rUch plants. This was largely due to the con- 
jashin" °f the Plants in Philadelphia, Pittsburgh and 
r the S °n’ these three cities contributing over 2,000,000 

Nation eaSed Population served by that system of 
’oled in the decade 1 goo-1910, namely 3’S—A»000-

prompt
drainage of all pool, ditch and surface water, removing 
the possibility of insect breeders, for none can multiply
without moisture. Road oiling in itself is destructive of 
insect larvae, especially mosquitoes—a well-known fact. 
Dry roads offer pedestrians, and notably children who 
compelled to walk to and from school, dry shoes and feet. 
While colds are due to specific germs, yet it is a well- 
known fact that cold, wet feet and chilled limbs lower 
the resistance of individuals and make them more favor
able subjects for infections of the respiratory passages, 
including pneumonia and tuberculosis. Good roads 
vent disease by setting an

are

pre
example to adjoining farm 

premises. Good toads promote travel and set an example 
to the farmer whose premises are bordered by them. The 
comparison of a well-graded, clean highway with an 
unkempt and trashy barnyard adjoining is sufficient to 
stimulate every landowner to a clean-up. Pride compels 
him to offer to passers-by a neat-appearing and attractive 
house and barnyard. Results are only too obvious. Good 
roads are active disease prevention agencies, aside from 
their financial and commercial value.

as<?d b
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points are provided, they should be made long and shallot 
to reduce as much as possible the velocity of the current 
flowing over them ; otherwise adjacent property will suffer 
unnecessarily. These low places should also be so located 
as to reduce the actual damage to the minimum, as 
is the duty of the public official to protect the just rights 
of all parties. If the proposed road crosses a narrow 
valley with a rapid stream, it is almost always best to 
give the bridge ample waterway and fix the grade above 
the reach of high water, taking care, of course, to protect 
all exposed points against erosion. Where valleys are to 
be crossed it is always better to cross them where they 
are narrow and the streams rapid. Such conditions re
duce the amount of embankment required and also tn 
span of the bridge, requiring more substantial construe 
tion, but proving more economical and more enduring'

One other condition met with frequently upon the 
highways of Pennsylvania is that arising from the ten
dency of one stratum of soil to slip upon another and tn 
cause landslides. These are most difficult and expens1 
to deal with, and it is seldom if ever worth while 
attempt to hold such a movement of earth in place J 
piles or retaining walls. The only sure treatment is 1 
thorough cutting off of the water before it enters 
sliding mass. French drains with suitable laterals f 
generally better than tile drains, the usefulness of wnj 
may be destroyed by a slight movement in the slide. 1 

drainage must be ample, as regards the sizes and len£ .g 
of the drains and the sufficiency of the outlets. This 
sometimes a very expensive treatment, but if well do 
a permanent cure is generally effected.

THE GRADING AND DRAINAGE OF ROADS.

ETERMINATION of the amount of grading to be 
done in connection with the improvement of any 
highway depends upon the amount and nature of 
the travel and the topography. Excessive grades 

increase the cost of transportation and also add a heavy 
burden of maintenance, and it is always advantageous 
to lengthen a road and eliminate an excessive grade. 
This, as a whole, should be governed by the axioms 
enumerated by S’. D. Foster, Chief Engineer, Pennsyl
vania State Highway Department, in his paper to the 
American Road Builders’ Association in December last. 
These axioms may be stated as follows :—

1. No greater load can be moved over a highway 
than is moved over the maximum grade. 2. It is gen
erally true that a road over a hill is equal in length to 
one around the base. 3. If the tendency of the topography 
is toward a continued elevation, the grade line should 
never be allowed to have a descending grade, and 
vice versa.

Sacrifice of straightness or of grade will be de
dependent upon the predominant nature of the travel. 
Where horse-drawn vehicles predominate, alignment 
should give way to the lessening of the grade, as horse- 
drawn vehicles demand easy grade in preference to 
straight roads ; where motor travel predominates, the 
grades should give way to alignment, for the rapidly 
increasing use of motor vehicles places a new responsi
bility upon the roadmaker—the reduction of danger to 
life and property, which necessitates building highways 
with long, easy curves.

Drainage.—In determining the amount of drainage 
it is well to remember that the ability of earth or soils 
to sustain loads depends largely upon the moisture pre
sent. Most soils can be compacted to form a good, firm 
foundation as long as they are kept dry, but when wet 
they become soft and in a great measure lose their sus
taining power. The main problem, therefore, in the con
struction of a highway is drainage, which is dependent 
upon proper location. If the ground is level and not sub
ject to flood there is seldom difficulty in location, but 
marshy ground underlaid with quicksands is expensive 
to deal with and generally should be avoided, even though 
it involves a considerable detour. A quicksand well 
drained often makes an excellent foundation for a road ; 
the drainage, however, must be thorough and rapid. If 
the ground is level and subject to flood, mainly by back
water, an adequate number of small drains will usually 
accomplish the desired result, except that it may cost a 
good deal to raise the grade of the road above flood level. 
Cases sometimes arise where it is more economical to 
build a road floodproof at a lower level and submit to 
an occasional interruption of traffic than to make a wide 
detour or go to the great expense of a fill or viaduct.

Roads Subjected to Floods.—If the ground is level 
and subject to floods running at high velocity great care 
is necessary. The natural channel of the stream is alto
gether insufficient to carry the flood water, and, if the 
bridge crossing the stream is made large enough to permit 
the flow to pass under it, extensive erosion is liable to 
take place. If overflow bridges are built they are very 
likely to cause formation of side channels. Usually, the 
best treatment is to build the bridge large enough to pass 
the whole stream in flood time, straighten and widen the 
channel of the stream as much as possible, remove ob
structions and protect the banks at exposed points.

In some cases it may be necessary to allow the flood 
water to overflow the road at some points, which must, 
of course, be made floodproof. Where such overflow

D

1

the

up 0^The Ontario Government has secured an option 
timber rights in a large section of the limits of the P611^, g-gn- 
Lumber Company in and immediately adjoining the Ah? 
quin National Park. The limit taken over, and by ° to 
in-Council brought within the park, is chiefly valuab e , 
the province from the fact that it contains a splendid 5 ^
of young pine. The price to be paid by the Governrne 
$185,000. The

Repairing a Locomotive with Portland Cement.-'^jy 
Chesapeake and Ohio Railroad Company have success 
used Portland cement for the temporary repair of a fjs Dt 
3-in. long, in the steam chest of a locomotive engine. Ce ^g{ 
was employed because the part affected was inaccessim^g 
the customary treatment. It is stated that after having 
in service for eight months, the locomotive was sent t0 
shops for general overhauling, when the cement lining 
found to be so perfect that it was left in place.

Co&'
The conference of the International Waterways ,{ed 

mission just concluded at Washington, D.C., has r.e® 
in the decision of the commission, first, to employ of 
sanitary engineers to study the problem of the P°^ Ut\vbic^ 
boundary waterways, then to give them a hearing, ^t 
will be in New York about the middle of May. Aft® ted, 
hearings will be held in the various cities and towns an to 
Buffalo and Detroit, as the two largest, being the n 
be visited by the commission. The commission ...
again at Sault Ste. Marie on May 4th to investigates 
water power project which American and Canadian c° jevel 
desire to build at the point, and which will affect the 
of Lake Superior.

eetinwifi the

pilceiv illSir Robert Perks, the English contractor, has re 
a contract from the Russian Government to build 
be practically a new harbor at Vladivostock. The P° 
deep water and other natural advantages, but so >a o* 
has been done for its improvement by the governm^jgr- 
the Czar. Some time ago the Russian Government ^0(fl 
took to double-track the great Trans-Siberian RaiWa^ oe0( 
the Pacific to St. Petersburg, and that work being 
completion, attention is turned to the proposed te gif 
which will cost millions of roubles. The contract 'v 
Robert is soon to enter upon will comprise accomni cgfl- 
for both war vessels and merchant shipping and t 
tractor has several years to complete the work.

A
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Canadian Engineer FUNDS FOR HIGHER TECHNICAL EDUCATION.

The Royal Commission, appointed in 1910 to enquire 
into the needs and present equipment of the Dominion of 
Canada with respect to industrial training and technical 
education, has recently submitted a voluminous report 
in which many findings are presented and recommenda
tions made Its investigations into the systems of edu
cation in this and other countries have disclosed many 
shortcomings as well as some commendable features

. In.the matt^’ for ^stance, of technical education of 
university or college grade, although a complete study 
of the organization of institutions and causes of instruc
tion was not entered into, a study of the effects of the 
higher forms of technical education 
dustry and trade brought out
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upon progress in in- 
- outstanding fact.

In h ranee, Germany, Switzerland and the United 
State's, the power and influence of technical education of 
the highest types appeared to be greater than in the 
United Kingdom or in Canada. In England 
the opinion most frequently heard^-andlt was earnestly 
urged—was to the effect that hereafter the industries 
must somehow secure the services of more men of the 
highest scientific attainments with thorough technical 
training, or her manufacturers and merchants will 
able to hold their own against foreign competition.

The faculties of applied science of colleges and uni
versities in Canada have the reputation of preparing 
engineers for professional work in a thorough and satis
factory manner. From what was learned abroad by the 
commission, the opinion appears t0 prevail that students 
in technical colleges, at some time before they graduate 
should have obtained experience with materials tools’ 
machines and products for the purpose of giving them a 
clear understanding of principles and a correct knowledge 
of the conditions of production and construction which 
prevail in shops and factories. It is not important that 
they should have enough practice to develop either skill 
or speed as workmen in manipulative labor.

Technical education for the preparation of technical 
engineers, and other persons being trained for profes
sional work of a grade and rank similar to theirs, would 
be improved, states the commission, by further extensions 
in the direction indicated by the practice in Germany 
where industry and trade require, precisely like the Ger- 

army, a number of intellectually highly trained of
ficers, who are recruited almost exclusively from the 
technical colleges. These colleges educate the leaders of 
industry and also the state and municipal officials who 
are entrusted with the execution of technical problems.

The universities and colleges in Canada are providing 
technical courses to meet the demands from an increasing 
number of students. The rapid growth and development 
of the country, and the further application of science and 
scientific methods to all forms of production, construction 
conservation and administration, will call for still larger 
numbers of graduates. In consequences the universities 
and colleges are sure to require increased financial sup
port. The commission expresses itself to be of the opinion 
that this should be provided from some source without 
causing the fees required from students to be so high as 
to exclude suitable

one
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The report, as a whole, is well seasoned with admoni
tions that the higher educational centres of Canada 
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commission imparts in this respect is most timely, as the
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severity of lack of funds is making itself keenly felt in 
some of our institutions upon which we are placing a 
great deal of dependence for a continuation of Canadian 
enterprise and awakening. When, after a world-wide 
survey of industrial and educational conditions, Canada 
is advised by its Royal Commission that an increase of 
financial support is necessary for the proper education 
which its national problems demand, there is only one 
thing to do.

THE ENGINEER AND THE PUBLIC.
HE following remarks are extracted from several 

recent addresses of Walter J. Francis, C.E., 01 
Montreal—one to the Ottawa branch and another 
to the Calgary branch of the Canadian Society 0 

Civil Engineers, on the 2nd and 9th inst., respectively^ 
It is, perhaps, easier to say what an engineer is not 

than to say what he is. Thé expression engineer is most 
difficult to define. Turning to a dictionary it will be 
found that an engineer is one who practises engineering 
or that he is one who schemes or contrives. One of th® 

eminent jurists of the United States struggled Wit 
this problem for twenty minutes—to come to the c°n' 
elusion that the engineer is a good fellow. To define 
engineering is about as difficult as to define engines1-’ 
It may be presumed that the logical dictionary methu 
would be to say that engineering is the art practised by 

engineer. The Institution of Civil Engineers of Gre 
Britain refers to “the art of directing the great sour6®, 
of power in nature for the use and convenience of man- 
The Canadian Society of Civil Engineers refers to ‘ 1 
profession of a civil engineer whereby the great soutÇ 
of power in nature are converted, adapted and aPP *e. 
for the use and convenience of man.” Is it any worm 
that the public does not understand what we are wh^ 
we have so much difficulty resulting in trying to say wn 
we are. It would appear that Professor Swain has devis^

T

CANADIAN ROAD CONGRESS.
most

Canada’s first Good Roads Congress will be held in 
the “Arena” at Montreal, May 18th to 23rd, and it is 
expected that it will be attended by several hundred dele
gates from all parts of the Dominion, and by many from 
the United States, all of them enthusiastically interested 
in the international awakening to the necessity for the 
betterment of urban and interurban streets and highways.

Geo. A. McNamee, secretary of the Automobile Club 
of Canada, has been appointed secretary-treasurer of the 
congress, and has associated with him the following men : 
Former Alderman U. H. Dandurand, of Montreal, is 
chairman of the congress ; H. W. Pillow, president of the 
Automobile Club of Canada, and Oliver Hezzlewood, 
president of the Canadian Automobile Federation, are 
among the active workers.

Hon. Chas. Tessier, Minister of Good Roads for the 
Province of Quebec, elected to this position during the 
last week in March, has given the congress his official 
sanction. Endorsations have been received from W. A.

an

a definition which is, at least, comprehensive, 
engineering the application of the -laws of nature, 
principles of mechanics and the materials of constructs > 
to the business of the world.

The classes of engineers were placed by Mr. Du j 
the President of the American Institute of Electri 
Engineers, in Boston a couple of years ago, as nLl ^ 
bering 27. Later, some individual of a statistical turn 
mind isolated no distinct species of engineer. 
then four others have been discovered, which giveS

faS°uS

the

McLean, president of the American Road Builders’ As
sociation ; W. J. Kerr, president of the Canadian High
ways Association, of Vancouver, and F. R. Robinson, 
chairman of the Saskatchewan Highway Commission, of 
Regina.

I

The congress will be opened at 3 p.m., May 18th, by 
the Honorable Lieutenant-Governor of the Province of

factor of safety of two as compared with the 
“57 Varieties.”

Much of our difficulty doubtless arises frorn 
peculiar combination of the two words, civil and , 
gineer, which occurred long before the present state ^ 
engineering art, at a time when it seemed desirabl 
separate those who were engaged by the Governrnen 
purely military works from the presumably less irvLg 
tant number who made their living without attac 
themselves to the Ship of State. This word civil 
been a great source of haziness for a long time, 
less it will disappear in the not-distant future. The g 5 
engineering organization already recognizes distinc 
even amongst the military engineers.

The word engineer is very much abused. Thei" 
been noted with much pleasure the persistent care yg 
which one of the vice-Presidents of the Society a 
refers to his numerous locomotive drivers as 
runners or enginemen, either of which terms is very ^ 
nite and easily comprehended. It is a fortunate thing 
the man who drives a street car is satisfied to style g 
self a motorman, that the driver of an automobile P gS 
to be known as a chauffeur, and that the aviator ^ 
not wish to be called an aeroplane engineer. If thevVh-'lt

an engineer,
hat atl

One of the safest standards for judging ^ 
engineer should be may be taken from the require 
of the highest grade of membership in the three » ^e 
engineering Societies of English-speaking engineer5’ 
Institution of Civil Engineers of Great Brita111^,^' 
American Society of Civil Engineers and the 0g

theQuebec, Sir Francois Langelier, assisted by Sir John M. 
Gibson, the Lieutenant-Governor of the Province of 
Ontario. Official representatives will be present from the 
French, British, United States and Canadian govern
ments, and addresses will be given by more than two 
score men of prominence.

Over $60,000,000 is available in appropriations in 
Canada for expenditure for good roads during the current 
year. The congress delegates will debate, as one of 
their most important problems, the best and wisest method 
for outlaying this huge sum. Thirty-three millions is the 
amount which will be spent under provincial supervision, 
and the other twenty-seven millions will be spent by cities, 
towns and townships. This estimate, made by Geo. A. 
McNamee a few weeks ago, is said to be a conservative 
one, and has since been augmented by Ontario’s appro
priation.

Doubt'
reat

ha5

engi’f
defi'

EDITORIAL COMMENT.

Work on the Welland Canal has made remarkable 
progress during the past month. Sections L, IL, and 
III. are being operated upon while Section IV.-A will be 
commenced immediately. This sub-section was awarded 
last week to Maguire and Cameron, St. Catharines, Ont. 
It comprises the construction of a diversion weir and of 
culverts at several points between the present and the 
old canal, after which a portion of the old canal will be 
filled in and the space between it and the present canal 
used as a dumping ground.

who runs an engine must be called 
would you call a man who runs a wheelbarrow?
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°ccu Prmcipal qualifications, namely, age, education, 
bershi 1(^n ant* professional experience. For full, mem- 
of agT 7® institution requires one to be at least 33 years 
All th*2’ t^le °îber two have a minimum age limit of 30. 
and I h*26 ,rcclu're a liberal education, while the Institution 
Univer > ^anacban Society of Civil Engineers consider 
of seve* ^1 £Taduati°n a great benefit and the equivalent 
re9uir >ra years’ experience. Regarding occupation, the 
tice anr]1 *S tbat the candidate must be in active prac- 
12 0r ave been engaged in engineering work for 10, 
is abilif years\ The professional experience demanded 
ing jlar^ to design and direct engineering works and hav- 
portant 31 ,least five years of responsible charge of im- 
didate 'l,0'*’ tbe Institution requiring also that the can- 
etnirjen § • bave attained a considerable degree of 
meats C6. *? tbe profession. Comment on these require- 
irnPossibl°Uf Seem to be superfluous. It is practically 
before & f°r a Person to attain the requisite experience 
^ffinee^h °g the age of 30. Education never made an 
CuPatior’ °Ut bas made many a good foundation. Oc- 
tures Allan<^ Pr°fessional experience are essential fea- 
t° ente *be Societies make provisions for young

u r their ranks and to have advantages while climb- 
ards to the highest grade.

natural/^e ^.n8*neer a Professional Man?—The question 
Wg in ,7 arises, “What is a professional man?” and 
the cier,nctiveIy think of the lawyers, the doctors and

by the older members of the profession as representatives 
in Parliament. As an example of the influence of the 
medical profession on the education of the coming gen
erations of doctors, two years ago the Carnegie Foun
dation sent out too representatives, who paid a visit to, 
and studied the course given in, all the medical colleges 
of America. These representatives reported to the Foun
dation. Since that time 39 medical colleges have closed 
their doors and every other medical curriculum has been 
altered.

In theology the lines of denominations are so firmly 
fixed that the most absolute of all close corporations 
exist, corporations that have practically absolute control 
of the most far-reaching of all civil contracts, namely 
the marriage contracts. These points are mentioned 
merely to show the result of the efforts of time and 
organization.

The position attained by the older professions cannot 
be attained by engineers in a short time. Law, medicine 
and theology are as old as the hills. Engineering is a 
modern art. By the very definition of Professor Swain 
it will be seen that it was impossible for man to have an 
art of engineering until he understood the laws of nature 
and the principles of mechanics. What he knows of 
these things he has not known long, and probably he 
knows them still imperfectly.

The above-mentioned engineering societies must be 
considered as technical societies and not professional 
societies. The statement that there is only one profes
sional society of civil engineers in America may sound 
rather novel and improper to many. About three years 
ago there was formed in New York City the organization 
known as the American Institute of Consulting Engineers. 
Since that time similar bodies have been instituted on 
the Continent, and quite recently in England. The dis
tinguishing characteristics are that the minimum age for 
admission is 35 years, and that xa candidate for member
ship must be of good personal character and high 
fessional reputation. The qualifications required are 
higher than those of any of the other engineering soci- 
.ties, and it is expressly forbidden for any member to 
engage in contracting.

This organization has a very rigid code of ethics, as 
well as a schedule of fees.

men
ing

is a e the distinguishing features of their profession 
IeaturePrfSentaldve governing body. The distinguishing 
The h; ^ eacb professional body is its code of ethics, 
their r S lnffuishing feature of professional men is that 
labors en^uneration is independent of the result of their 
Who is Professional man would then seem to be one 
nizetj _enTaged in mental labor, associated with a recog- 
receivin°Vern'n£ body directed by a code of ethics and 
lag fr ^ recompense without reference to profits result- 
engineertl "'S Work. Judged by this standard alone, the 
Jfian, ^ r as a whole cannot be classed as a professional 
>n sornpCrUSe many of our greatest engineers are engaged 
bu*ldinp- °yr?1 business, such as contracting, bridge- 
rerrUtner’ . upbuilding or manufacturing, whereby their 
takirip-s at{°n depends on the success or failure of under
go;. n medicine, for instance, if a doctor were, to 
Profit I?6 his prescriptions for the sake of deriving 
Member eJeProrn> he would no longer be considered a 
he 0 the profession, notwithstanding the fact that 
sartie m j. have the same high moral character, the 
°f sug e. 1Ca* skill and the same interest in the alleviation 
°f his la|y, Because he is deriving a profit from the sale 

e ,c*ne he is considered to be in business.
Passing"?^ he interesting to digress for a moment in 
s'ons t 0 refer to the positions that the three profes- 
Pdrifi , rnedicine and theology, have attained in the 
■0r cent, • publ!c- They have, of course, all been at it 

diffic„ifles' The Inns of Court go back so far that it 
t,(>ns of , to arrive at the true history of the orgamza- 

tj, effal men. The doctors co-operated so long ago 
°e lost t c°mmencement of their organization seems to 
P°ration r3r ^ of" The preachers have had very close cor- 
Professirlfr°m the beginning of history. These three 

c]0s s are examples of the strongest possible kind 
‘Ce in ,^0rP°ration. It is impossible for a man to prac- 

§,0verni„ y, °ne of them without the full consent of the 
these geb,°dy- Indeed, to attempt to practice in some 

he law 5elds would be to commit an offence against 
t and f the land. The strength of the professions of 
^ ‘Wo L edlcine in this sense is due in a great measure 
^n en "!P°rtant factors, one, the education of the young 

lnff the profession, and the other the part p aye

pro-

The Relation of Engineers to Each Other.—The
code of ethics of the Canadian Society of Civil Engineers 
may be taken as a reasonable guide for conduct towards 
a fellow-engineer. It does not require anything 
than the respect accorded by doctors to other doctors or 
lawyers to other lawyers.

more

The Relation of the Engineer to the Public.__The
public seems too prone to consider the engineer 
of glorified plumber, and we immediately come to the 
anomalous situation that that same public, while hesi
tating to attempt to wipe a joint

a sort

on a lead pipe, would 
rush in and express the most decisive opinions on larger 
questions, believing that they know all about the laws 
of nature and the principles of mechanics.

The daily press is not blameless in its comparative 
appreciation of engineers. It is frequently observed that 
four lines or so are given to the reference of some im
portant engineering gathering, while a whole column 
of the same issue is devoted to a popular story about 
“a veteran engineer.” One reads the column only to find 
that it refers to the man who operates the throttle-valve 
on the engine of a river-boat. Such a man is not by any 
means immune from praise and noteworthiness. It is 
evident, however, that there is a lack of distinction be
tween those persons represented by the creators of the 
engine and those represented by a man who operates it.
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The engineer has a right to expect his country t0 
prefer him before the engineers of other countries- 
Where unusual skill or highly specialized advice is neces
sary, it matters not where it be obtained, but having: 
obtained the advice if necessary, the native engine61 
should be in a better position to deal with the problen1 
as a whole than the men from outside. Canadian en
gineers can do the engineering of Canada. The work 0 
Canadian engineers stands before the world as a mom1' 
ment to the ability and integrity of Canadian engineers- 

How is the Engineer to" Reach the Public?— 
question of publicity by an engineer is a somewhat del 
cate one. Proper and improper methods of solicit’11” 
work have recently been the subject of carefully stud’® 
discussion, and the consensus of opinion seems to be tb 
dignified and proper publicity by such means as pro1®1’ 
sional cards and the way in which doctors and lawy®1 
obtain their practice is the best course. It is genera J 
conceded that a competent and dignified engineer w 
not solicit work. He does not need to.

The best way of all to reach the public is by 
tion along broad lines in showing the public what 
engineer has done. Too many of us are nothing 111 
than animated slide-rules. Too many of us are narr°ft.e 
minded. Too many of us think we are so busy that ^ 
have no time to take the interest of the true citizen 
public affairs. Remember that in life there is more t 
dollars. Next to the agriculturist, the engineer 15 
greatest producer in the world. The transportation P 
blems and the questions of communication are all in 
domain of the engineer. It is for the engineer to deS 
the conveyance for use on land, on and under water ^ 
in the air. The influence of the engineer on the arts 
sciences should also be spread abroad. The grea j,e 
advance in architecture since the ancient orders was 
introduction of steel skeletons and reinforced cone 
by the engineer. The great advances in surgery re 
from the engineers’ inventions in instruments, aS 
-as electrical and other devices. -

How is the Profession to be Elevated?—The P^e 
fession is to be elevated by the thorough education 0 j)V 
young man entering it, such education being follow 
careful training and long, hard experience.

The profession is to be elevated by the dignity 
every engineer and by the perfection of his work-

The profession is to be elevated by co-operation ^ 
fellow-engineers and by association with the Cana 
Society of Civil Engineers.

It is the common public .practice for corporations, 
municipalities, and even individuals, to invite competi- 

» tive bids for engineering services. Permit an analogy to 
be made with medical men. Suppose a person were 
afflicted with a tumor. Then let him send out invitations, 
far and wide, to surgeons to ascertain their prices, when 
they can do the work, complete specifications for the 
operation, and the photograph of the applicant. Having 
chosen the two lowest bidders, one of whom happens to 
be the handsomest of the bunch, perhaps, the tumerous 
individual proceeds to work the two competitors against 
each other, with the result that the homelier-looking one 
underbids the pretty one by $3.60 and gets the job.

Then, the native engineers are very apt to be for
gotten by the press. Not long ago one of the foremost 
newspapers of Canada had an article stating that as 
American engineers had failed in a certain Canadian pro
position it had been necessary to call English engineers.

One is apt to think at times that the unfortunate 
failures in engineering are unduly advertised. For each 
one failure, there are thousands of successes in en
gineering. In this regard the engineer as compared with 
the lawyer, the preacher and the doctor is severely handi
capped. In the case of the lawyers on opposite sides in 
a suit, one of them must necessarily lose. The preachers 
deal in futures, and nobody has as yet been known 
to return to tell us about their mistakes. The doctor 
buries his.

It cannot be denied that the engineer has not yet 
reached in public and parliamentary life the eminence of 
the doctor and the lawyer. Give him time, wait until he 
gets a little older, and it will be found that the engineer 
will be just as successful in the legislative halls of the 
country as he has been in the great outside world.

The fact that the remuneration of engineers is 
steadily increasing shows in a tangible way that the 
appreciation of the public is growing.

What the Engineer is to Expect of the Public.—
The engineer has a right to expect from the public the 
same consideration as accorded to doctors and lawyers.

The engineer should frown upon competitive prices 
for engineering services. The stand recently taken by 
the Institution of Civil Engineers in a letter written last 
month is a very firm one. It is as follows :—

“The Council have had their attention drawn for 
some time past to a practice which exists among local 
authorities, of inviting by advertisement engineers to 
submit in competition with others their terms for pre
paring plans and proposals for certain engineering 
schemes, accompanied then or perhaps at a later stage 
by estimates of the cost of the works proposed.

“In the opinion of the Council such a proceeding is 
very undesirable in the best interests of the public au
thorities themselves and is derogatory to the engineering 
profession. The Council desire to express emphatically 
that repugnance with which they regard the practice in 
question. They have every confidence that the members 
of the Institution will support them by declining to 
respond in any way to such advertisements as those 
alluded to.

of

wi*

GARBAGE INCINERATION.
if Pr?'

ifIncineration is the most efficient, sanitary, and, . 
perly managed, economical way of disposing of f>arb . - is 
cities and large towns. Mere dumping in a huge rnJ<J 
not disposal in the true sense of the word. It is 5lvaV 
attempt to segregate a nuisance. Burial of rubbish ret!tat>le 
a large area of ground and a long haul. It may be 5 
for small towns that cannot afford an incineration Pla ’ .„t0 
it is out of the question for larger centres. Dumping ser 
water should never be permitted except by cities on 
coast, and only then provided the tides are favorable 
waste material will not be washed back on the shot®-

and *
The Council have informed the Local Government 

Board of their action in making this communication to 
the Institution.”

The engineer has a right to expect the medical and 
the other professions to refrain from entering the field 
of the engineer. I doubt if an engineer ever lived who 
would have the temerity to suggest the course whereby 
a surgeon should accomplish a certain result.

W
ic'is Pr

duction of garbage in “digesters” to remove grease - _ 
tised in many United States cities, but the capital r fe- 
and the operating expenses are high. Moreover, sa 
duction plants are liable to give rise to foul odors, an 
kinds of rubbish, such as bottles, tin cans, broken lU

~.......i
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THE transportation problem in canada,

and MONTREAL HARBOR.

HE following abstracts are from a paper read on 
pril 7th, 1914, at a meeting of the Institution of 
Vli Engineers of Great Britain. The speaker 

was Fred. W. Cowie, B.A.Sc., M.Inst.C.E. 
e Population of the Dominion of Canada is about 

and the foreign trade per capita is $125. 
municiDe v)0pu^a.l*on of Montreal, including the connecting 
Montrât 'tles\ *s about 600,000, and the foreign trade of 
Engja 1 Per. inhabitant is over $600. As a comparison, 
of $l2n L nited Kingdom) has a foreign trade per capita 

^5, Germany $67, and the United" States $41. 
s e totaI land area of Canada is 3,600,000 square 

Per squ° dlat. fpe density of population is less than two 
°ne ne 3re mde> as compared, for instance, with thirty- 

jt s<?uare mile in the United States, 
between ^^n stated by trade experts that the difference 
West€r p average price received by the producer of 
the focvj1 anada and the price paid by the consumer of 
Consum Prpducts *s 33 per cent. For wheat for which the 
33 cents'^ P1 *-he farmer therefore receives 67 cents; 
'he Sejj- are Pa'd for transportation and handling, and to 
to the D'nf, 0rffan'zations. It is equally vital, therefore,
'n GreatR^1? in Western Canada and to the consumers 
I"educecj t r*tain, that this latter percentage should be 
aifty re .° ^OWest possible figure, so that the farmer
'n Great B -th-e ful1 due for his toil> and the cost of Hving

Anott,nta*n may not ^ unduly enhanced.
Canada i COns'deration which is of vital 
Poopje t, s ™e absolute necessity of collecting by 

As 6 îj"ansP°rtation and selling tolls.
HontreafP 1 *us^rat>on, it may be stated that, 1 
'n i9l harbor 60,000,000 bushels of grain were n nom 
'''ere 7: near^y Ioo,ooo,ooo bushels of Canadian grain 
United *n tbe same year through Buffalo in the

Tli tat€S"
a?e Poinj' 0^ transportation per bushel, from the aver- 
stated fQ °‘ divergence to the United Kingdom, may be 

p’0r r tae various stages, as approximately 18 cents, 
t^ere js ®Very bushel of grain shipped through Buffalo 
k^’hg or a loss to Canadian transportation and
hhsheig <Nganizat'ons of about 18 cents, or for 100,000,000 

-J. *l8'OOo,ooo.
'hüstra^®^P°rtation in Canada.—Even with these striking 
knoWn j ® u ’s not easy to fully appreciate what is 
A0n,PrehL • nada as the “problem of transportation. ” A 
'^tlantic t S'w v*ew of the Dominion and the North 
?aP dra«° ' roPe 's shown in the paper by an original 

nada " to scale (Mercator’s Projection), showing 
„he tradP d the northern half of the United States, with 
7ast an/°Utes to Europe. The main routes are natural y 
h Law West,” and the vast area tributary to the River 

wrence is 
The “

With the tremendous tide of emigration from both 
Europe and the United States to the new provinces, this 
production will necessarily increase greatly, and the 

problem is, how to provide the required transportation 
facilities.T

A table of transportation routes from the Canadian 
West to the United Kingdom is given. This interesting 
table is worthy of study, as not only present routes 
shown but important projected and commenced lines of 
trade are indicated.

Great efforts are being put forth by the Canadian 
government and the transportation and other corporations 
to improve facilities, so as to cheapen and render available 
Canadian routes j but at the same time similar and ex
traordinary efforts are being made to improve Buffalo 
harbor, the Erie Canal, the rail routes, and the harbors 
of Boston and New York.

In the opinion of the author, who advances striking 
illustrations and argument, with equal effort, the ad
vantages for future transportation should lie with the 
St. Lawrence route.

8 arc)0oO,ooo,

mile

Montreal’s Position on the Line of Route.—From the 
West to Montreal.—The transportation routes in Canada 
almost all lead to Montreal.

Up to the present the only real rival to the Montreal- 
St. Lawrence route is the United States route via Buffalo 
and New York. The western trunk lines of the United 
States have been improving their “north and south” 
connections so as to tap the three great western provinces 
of Canada. These railways provide excellent services to 
Duluth and Chicago.

A further diversion is made to the United States 
route at Port Arthur and Fort William. From this twin 
port at the head of the Great Lakes, the cheapest 
mercial navigation in the world enables grain and other 
products to be shipped to Buffalo. Between Buffalo and 
New York there are several splendid railway systems and 
the Erie Canal. The new Erie Canal, a modern barge- 
canal through the state of New York, giving a draught 
of 12 feet, will soon be completed at a cost, including 
harbors and damages, which is expected to reach 
$150,000,000.

The New York and Boston port authorities are at 
the same time making every effort to improve their 
harbors, and to provide such attractive facilities as will 
capture at least a large share of this growing Canadian 
trade.

to
own

com-

By the Canadian routes everything goes by rail direct 
from the west to Port Arthur. From the twin cities, Port 
Arthur and Fort William, there are, with modifications, 
two distinct routes, namely, the "All-Water” 
direct to Montreal, and the "Lake and Rail” 
through Georgian Bay to Montreal.

By the "All-Water” route to Montreal, a distance of 
about 1,400 miles, vessels are limited by the present 
Welland and St. Lawrence canals to a draught of 14 feet, 
or 2,500 tons. An excellent type of vessel has been de- 

* veloped for this service, and the trip from Montreal to 
Port Arthur and back is made in 14 days.

By the "Lake and Rail” route vessels of 10,000 tons 
ply between Port Arthur and ports on the Georgian Bay. 
The Canadian railway companies have established mag
nificent elevators at Port Arthur and Fort William, and 
also at several Georgian Bay ports, so that loading and 
discharging may be carried on with unsurpassed facilities. 
From the Georgian Bay ports splendid railways are being 
built to Montreal and existing lines are being improved.

route,
route,

geographically shown.
n°rth and south” routes through the United 
finciPally by rail or by the Erie Canal from 

t>ted h!American Atlantic ports. The Erie Canal was 
he St y the United States to offset the advantages of 

tween"T7rence route. The magnificent railway systems 
Va’s of , Vork and Buffalo are the most powerful 

W ^he Canadian” routes. (
Cetera rPcn,ng-up 0f the vast productive areas of 
bjth of ,anada, where it has been found that with one- 
»ïS.he,s of 7, cultivable land under crop, 200,000,000 

° Wheat, and ’double that quantity of other 
W yearT"V b? §T°wn, has established, within the last 

entirely new transportation conditions.

te$
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the St. Lawrence remains unchanged and the natural 
cross-section of the river is not enlarged, the present 
river levels will be constant.

The permanence of the ship-channel and the St. Law
rence route would therefore appear to be well assured.

From Montreal via the St. Lawrence to the open sea 
the distance is nearly 1,000 miles, and, besides the at
traction to passengers of 3 days’ sailing in smooth water 
with beautiful scenery, the strong commercial considera
tion for water freights into the interior is the incentive 
to keep pace with increasing trade on the North Atlantic- 
During the season of seven months the commerce pasS" 
ing through Montreal is nearly 40 per cent.’of the total 
commerce of Canada, and this percentage is increasing-

In 30 years only two ships have been totally lost be
tween Quebec and Montreal, and the occasional ground" 
ings, which are well advertised, are not frequent. None 
of the accidents whatever in recent years has been due i° 
any measure to the ship-channel.

Montreal Harbor.—The First -Improvements.—'I11 
1830 the first Harbor Commission was appointed under 
the authority of the Governor of the Province of Canada 
for the purpose of carrying into effect “An Act to provide 
for the improvement and enlargement of the harbor 0 
Montreal. ”

In their first annual report the commissioners record 
ed that they confidently anticipated that the wharve5 
undertaken would be, when completed, superior to afl^ 
works of the kind in the province, and would enable 
City of Montreal to be advantageously contrasted wlt 
any other in North America for beauty, solidity, a° 
convenience of approach by water.

This was the first attempt made to improve 
harbor of Montreal by a commission. The commissioner‘ 
had the same faith in the future of the harbor, an, 
courage in undertaking works, which has character^ 
the administration from 1830 to the present time. a ^ 
present harbor of Montreal justifies the modest boast 0 
the commissioners of 80 years ago.

Scheme of Harbor Extensions of 1910.—In 191°' 1 ^ 
author prepared for the harbor commissioners a cornpr_t 
hensive scheme of improvements, according to which ^ 
was proposed to develop the valuable water front. a°fl 
shores of the river, owned exclusively by the Domin' 
government and held in trust by the harbor commission^ ’ 
so as to result in the following revenue-produc'^
features : (a) Sites for industries, by making land a j 
improving connections with inaccessible properties.; 
the extension, enlargement and improvement of ra' 
termini,, giving equal facilities to all Canadian lines 
connecting with harbor and industrial points ; (c) faCl ' 
for encouraging and developing industries along 
valuable water front.

. the
According to the Board of Consultive Engineers, ^ 

items approved were estimated to cost $17,000,000, 
this work is now in progress. gl-e

This winter condition is a surprise to those wh° 
accustomed to ports open all the year round, but aS ^qo 
Great Lakes and their navigation, amounting to 75>o0^,sed 
tons annually, and their great ports are also ah u rb°( 
at the same time, and by the same cause, Montreal ba jCg 
does not suffer unduly. The shipping of the St. La'Vr^[1t 
in the autumn is at once transferred to the eX(LerCe 
Canadian ports of Halifax and St. John, and com ^ 
is carried on all the winter as usual with only the 
vantage of the extra rail haulage. . . fef'

A very full descriotion is given of the phv-s!l~a rbor' ■ I

■..................... X

Montreal.—At Montreal harbor the St. Lawrence 
Canal system and all the great Canadian transcontinental 
lines centralize. The great Canadian railways—the Cana
dian Pacific, the Grand Trunk, the Grand Trunk Pacific 
and the Canadian Northern—are all feverishly improving 
their terminals at Port Arthur and Fort William, at 
Georgian Bay ports, and at Montreal.

The Canadian government has commenced the 
struction of the new Welland Ship-Canal between Lakes 
Ontario and Erie. This canal, with 8oo-foot locks and 
with a possible ultimate draught of 30 to 35 feet, will 
accommodate the large lake carriers so as to continue to 
Kingston or Prescott without breaking bulk. This will 
add greatly to the shipping in Montreal, and will, it is 
confidently expected, hold the greater part of the Cana
dian trade to the St. Lawrence route.

con-

Montreal, however, under existing conditions of 
traffic and accommodation, is almost at the limit of its 
capacity. With double the present traffic assured within 
the next few years, it will require a great deal more and 
better harbor accommodation to meet the demands 
upon it.

Montreal to the Sea.—With the possible exception 
of the development of Glasgow there is no more romantic 
episode in the annals of harbor engineering than the 
making of Montreal an ocean port. Largely by the faith 
and energy of Scotch Canadians, following the successful 
improvements on the Clyde, the River St. Lawrence be
tween Montreal and the sea has been deepened from less 
than 10 feet to its present depth of 30 feet at the low 
stages of the river level. During the early 
months the depth is greater, and reaches as much as 38 
feet. The minimum width is 450 feet.

Although the author is not now connected with the 
staff of the River St. Lawrence Ship-Channel, he was 
continuously engaged upon that great work for twenty- 
two years, commencing as an assistant and being in 
charge as superintending engineer for ten years up to 
1909. For many years this work has been looked upon 
as being one of the great successful public works of 
Canada, and under the Hon. J. D. Hazen, Minister of 
Marine, the work is now in charge of Mr. V. W. 
Forneret, B A.Sc., superintending engineer, who for 
many years was the author’s chief assistant.

The work is all carried on departmentally. The plant 
is owned by the government, and for its own special work 
is probably the most complete dredging plant and exca- 
v a^'n£ machinery for submarine rock which is in existence 
at the present time.

At the present time, with magnificent range lights 
for each course, with a splendid system of gas buoys and 
a telephone signal service, navigation is considered very 
easy and safe by night as well as by day.

The deepening of the channel from 30 to 35 feet at 
extreme low water

summer

was commenced two years ago, and 
about one-fifth of the work to tidal water is already 
completed.

The natural fall in the river level between Montreal 
and Quebec, a distance of 160 English miles, is 29 feet. 
The maximum discharge of the river during the season 
of navigation is about 600,000 cubic feet per second, 
while at the lowest stages of water the minimum is slightly 
less than 200,000 cubic feet per second.

With the present average slope and velocity of 
rent and average cross-section, the low-water river level 
and discharge are balanced, with an average current of 
about 3 miles per hour. This being theoretically correct, 
it may be considered assured, that if the water supplv of

cur-
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CoHstruction
cost 0r f ,and ^lustratéd. They show that although the 
balanced ab°r *S verT high in Canada, this is counter- 

^ to a large extent by the use of machinery.
are no 6 ,°r.'^na^ ‘‘make shifts” for harbor construction 
timberW .e'n^ flowed by modern design. The use of 
J ge an<^ COncrete, and the designs to overcome the 

Pl and damage from frost action, are described fully, 
^oating Dock, Shipbuilding and Repairing Yard.— 

urgec] ;i "'l ^ears the harbor commissioners of Montreal, 
deavorc'l ^ tbe pipping and business interests, have 
establislC 3t var’ous times to solve the problem of the 

mient of a dry dock in Montreal harbor.
the bne5.0t'at’0ns m 1909 with a shipbuilding firm and 
solvedaf]lnCOrPoratmn of The Canadian Vickers, Limited, 
to fm-nj Problem. The harbor commissioners agreed 
a posit;IS 1 s*te> situated on harbor property, in such 
€xtensio°n t^at nothing would be done to hamper future 
to dred n *be harbor. The commissioners undertook
of mad^^ deeP basin and to furnish a site of 30 acres
in haib6 and\ The rentaI from the land and the increase 
sionerc °!i traffic is expected to pay the harbor commis- 

2 the 'nterest on the outlay.
CaPable 3 re®ldt^ Montreal harbor has now a floating dock 
LaWren ° docking the largest vessel trading to the St. 
and the*-6’ a* Practically no burden on the harbor finances, 
CaPable r<2- arC being established naval construction works 
vesse] / ln a year or two, of building, in Canada, any 

■p, .r°m a Dreadnought to a full-sized merchant ship. 
b>Urness1S dock Was constructed complete at Barrow-in- 
tugs, ’ towed across the Atlantic by two powerful 
iengtb Montreal on 18th November, 1912. The
°Ver g]]° fbe dock over platform is 600 feet, the width 
Dn the & feet, and the lifting capacity 25,000 tons, 
aaughj r N°vember, 1912, H.R.H. the Duke of Con- 
1 he nCx’; ,overnor-General of Canada, formerly dedicated 
Upping 0af'ng dock to the service of commerce and

'tents ?î0raSe and Handling of Grain.—As grain ship- 
f°tal an °ntreal harbor constitute about one-fifth of the 
tiade to"1'31 frei8iht handled, and as every effort is being 

. nadianmeet. COmpetition so that the greater part of the 
f'an port ^ra*n -exP°rfed shall be shipped through Cana- 
acilities f ’ sPec*ai atten on is given in this paper to the

is °

conditions and types of construction are pilotage, etc., and interrupted other operations of loading 
and unloading, and they desired to ship grain at certain 
and convenient periods of unloading and loading. Tramp 
vessels were satisfied, but the proportion of tramps was 

1 smalL , In *907 the working of this elevator devolved 
upon the author. The capital cost then amounted to 
about $1,000,000, the interest account to over $25,000 
the operating and maintenance charges to an. equal sum.’ 
the total revenue for 
loss was over $40,000.

The system can store 3,600,000 bushels of grain can 
receive about 800,000 bushels (20,000 tons) per day and 
can deliver an equal quantity to any of fifteen ocean steam- 
sh.ps at their regular berths, and to nine vessels at one 
time With it, and with a fleet of six floating elevators 
for direct transfer, the harbor commissioners received 
stored and delivered in 1913 nearly 44.-000,000 bushels.’ 
The capital expenditure had now reached $4,500,000 but 
during this season, the first covering the operation of the 
complete installation, the system paid interest, mainten
ance, operation and depreciation.

dan

1907 was about $8,000, and theFor

en-

This very complete and costly installation is the 
result of competition. Its purpose is to keep the trade in 
Faaadma channels, and reduce the cost of transportation. 
While the Canadian Government and the harbor 
missioners of Montreal are

com-
encouraging and cheapening 

transportation, there are those who, rightly or wrongly 
are of opinion that improvements for the storage and 
handling of grain in the ports of the United Kingdom 
are not advancing in equal measure, So as to result in 
lower cost to the consumer and better 
the producer. . encouragement to

The importation of grain is one of the 
largest items of the shipping at several of the ports of 
the United Kingdom. The facilities for the economical 
handling of grain, and the cheap forwarding of it to the 
manufacturing mills are, however, far behind the modern 

. successful American and Canadian practice, and even of 
the growing competitive North Sea ports. There is also 
a decided lack of such storage facilities as would guar
antee food supply, and at the same time regulate ship
ments and, consequently, prices. In several of the
nificent new dock schemes, where such methods could be 
installed to apparent advantage, these features, which 
have been so successful in reducing costs in Canada, 
apparently overlooked, although it is felt that, for 
tensive a trade, they should receive exceptional attention. 
Otherwise further encouragement will be given to the 
United. States millers to manufacture Canadian wheat, 
and ship the flour in convenient packages direct to the 
bakers, resulting in loss not only to Canadian transporta
tion systems but also to British manufacturers, and 
further curtailment of the home food supply, to which 
public attention has been drawn.

are
so ex-

d,e latest 'lc<n°wledged that the Montreal equipment is 
acilities f3nd m°st successful, as compared with the 

the great °r the storage and handling of grain at any of
, As th°Cean P°rfs of the world.

Co G m°st characteristic unit of this plant has just 
T'th <lesi£ • d> the author, who has d to do not only 
H^Gript;n n'n£ Lut also with operati: 
îlSi§n Z °f th« grain-handlin trad
1 js construction of the lant
. arneçj th r°Lahiy no lesson in port-management to be 
arne<j ; a*" will better illustrate how failure may e
ae mat) ° Sl,ccess by arranging varied operations under 
equirertlc s^ent and yet so centralized as to cover every 
epartmen) a special trade without disturbing other 

th *leVatS °\tport business. 
s-e 'atest ?' . °- 1 was constructed in 1904. -
W ® °n tL ulgn and was placed in the most valuable 
//S’ons or ,harbor- It could receive grain by railway 

tonsf hy lake vessels at the rate of 16,000 bushels 
^Vatn / h°ur. Ocean steamships, by moving to 
The 0/ berth- could be loaded at double that rate. 

ean vessels, however, declined to move to the 
to receive grain. It involved tug service,

gives a detailed 
as well as of the The questions of storage and ventilation, and also 

the cost of modern. elevators are dealt with, and the re
markable reduction in insurance rates in modern elevators 
is referred to.

The floating pneumatic elevator, discharging 
conveyer-belts in culverts leading to a central storage 
elevator, should be practicable at most of the new British 
docks. Construction work, labor, machinery, and power 
being cheaper than in Canada, the tariff charges, allow
ing for profit, should not be higher than in Montreal for 
a similar operation. The cost of insurance on grain in 
modern elevators is exceedingly low; the rate on grain 
in the Montreal harbors elevators is 20 cents per annum 
per $100, as compared with $3.20 per $100 in wooden 
elevators. With such storage facilities owners could store

on to

It was of

8rain berth
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in large quantities and hold for favorable markets, and 
the economic results on even a portion of the total im
ports into the United Kingdom, amounting to about 
500,000,000 bushels per annum, would pay in a year for 
probably one such installation.

Cost of Elevators.—The cost of modern elevators has 
ranged from 40 cents to $1 per bushel of capacity, so that 
a million-bushel house costs from $400,000 to $1,000,000. 
The harbor commissioners’ system, with a storage 
capacity of 5,000,000 bushels, and with its extensive con
veyer system providing galleries to nineteen berths, will 
cost about $5,000,000, or $1 per bushel. Elevators of 
similar type and working capacity can be built without 
the conveyer facilities for about 60 to 70 cents per bushel.

A detailed description of the construction of the latest 
elevator is given in an appendix.

Of importance to engineers and architects and 
builders is a section of the paper on Vibration Tests of 
Reinforced Concrete.

Considering the experiments as a whole, it would 
appear that the effect of the vibration was to increase 
the tensile and crushing strengths of the concrete, rather 
than to reduce them. This is probably due to the fact 
that the vibration had the effect of compacting the con
crete, filling the voids more completely, and driving out 
any air bubbles.

A NEW PATENTED GARBAGE CAR.

As cities increase in size, the disposal of garbage be
comes of more and more importance and in connection with 
garbage disposal, the following points must be considered.

(1) The garbage disposal plant must be located so that 
it will not be a nuisance to surrounding property, 
means that it will often be located some distance from the 
centre of the city, and too far out to haul the garbage t0 
the plant by horse and wagon.

(2) The receptacles in which it is conveyed must 
water-tight to avoid leakage of the material and consequent 
nuisance on account of the odor.

(3) The receptacles must be constructed so that they caD 
discharge their contents with minimum labor and cost.

This

be

Mi|;y$VEUXU GARBAGE

1\\ 1

m

General Organization.—The banks and river-bed 
making up the area included in the limits of Montreal 
harbor are owned by the Federal Government of Canada, 
represented by the Minister of the Department of Marine 
and Fisheries. Within the limits of the harbor is included 
the two banks and the bed of the River St. Lawrence for 
a distance of about 17 miles. The area of land, improved 
and unimproved, is approximately 350 acres.

By statute the administration and control of this 
property are entrusted to the harbor commissioners of 
Montreal, a corporate body having exclusive powers by 
Act of Parliament for the improvement and management 
of the harbor, subject to approval by Order-in-Council. 
Except for police and fire jurisdiction the harbor is quite 
separate from and independent of the city. The com
missioners build and maintain all roads on their territory, 
do the electric lighting, and have absolute control of 
traffic.

For cities located on the sea-coast, the material is Se0 
erally loaded into barges from the garbage wagons ; but f°r 
the interior city, this method is not possible, and the garba£e 
disposal plants are usually located some distance out from *be 

city and on a railroad.
A switch is then obtained as near the centre of the c1^ 

as possible, and the garbage wagons go to this point a^ 
dump their loads in large capacity cars which are hauled 
the garbage destruction plant. The type of car which 
proven most satisfactory for this purpose is shown in the 
It consists of a large tank with semi-circular bottom 
capacity of 1,200 to 1,800 cu. ft. The tank rests on roc 
at the ends and at intermediate points on rollers so that 
can be dumped and righted with the expenditure of very 1 
power. These cars are built to conform to standard M- 1 .. 
requirements in every respect, and are accepted for tran j 
on their own wheels by any railroad. Large quantities ^ 
these cars have been supplied to Cleveland, Colum 
Toledo, St. Louis, and a number of other cities by 
Oreitstein-Arthur Koppel Company, of Koppel, Pa., who 

trol and have patented the design.

cut'
and

s»

theFrom absolutely unimproved shores in 1830, the 
harbor has been developed until now the value of the land, 
without including the extensive improvements, is much 
in excess of the bonded debt of about $20,000,000.

The present harbor commissioners are: Mr. W. G. 
Ross, president; Mr. Farquhar Robertson and Lieut.-Col. 
A. E. Labelle ; Mr. David Seath is the secretary.

Ocean Tonnage.—The number of sea-going vessels 
which arrived during 1913 was 820, with a total net ton
nage of 4,690,535 tons. An equal number of vessels with 
the same net tonnage departed.

ro»'

DISCUSSION OF TRANSIT FACILITIES.

An interesting topic and one of great economic l!Ul^jty 

ance at the forthcoming International Conference ^ 
Planning, in Toronto, will be the improvement of rap1 ■„!) 
sit facilities in our growing cities. A paper on “Pr 
for Future Rapid Transit: Subway, Elevated or Open . f. 
and their Influence on the City Plan” will be deliver ^a>. 
V. Davies, Consulting Engineer, Brooklyn Rapid apid 
Company, and will be -followed by another paper on 
Transit and the Auto Bus,” by John A. McCollum 

Engineer, Board of Estimate and Apportionment.
York City.

li

ed b>' si1
COPPER-BEARING STEEL SHEETS.

ist'
B. and S. H. Thompson and Co., Limited, Montreal, 

announce that they are prepared to supply samples and des
criptive booklets of Keystone copper-bearing steel sheets. 
These sheets were placed on the Canadian market last year, 
and it is claimed by their makers that they have greater 
durability than ordinary steel sheets and that they are there
fore particularly adaptable for use in the manufacture of all 
exposed sheet metal work.

tie*
ant

tb>5
An estimate of the water extensions necessary 0 

season at Fredericton shows a total cost of work that ^ 
about $8,000; while the estimate furnished on sewet 

sions approximates a cost of $10,420.

will



BOOK REVIEWS.
Cear Cutting in Theory and Practice.—By Jas. G. Horner, 

A.M.I.Mech.E., published by Emmott & Co., Limited, 
Manchester and London,
W°rid Series;” 
size 6

of their “Mechanical 
391 x xii. pp. ; 367 illustrations;

x 9 in. ; cloth ; price $2 net. 
s is a very useful book for the mechanical engineer

as one

Thi
the auth1 man" ^ *s Practically devoid of technical formulae,
of 1 endeavoring to incorporate the later developments
to ent ar.t *n a reasonably comprehensive manner , rather than 
The ' r lnt_° a necessarily long theory of design of gear teeth, 
been j?SOc*ati°n of practice with principles has evidently 
SUcceeitS/^m throughout and in this he has for the most part 
"" " 6 ' His illustrations are many and are well chosen,

writing is of a readily understandable
of which k°0k c°niprises 18 chapters in four sections, the first 
of geah C0Vefs the principles of design; the second, methods 
Maine/ Cutting ; the third, machines, including 
teriaig millin8' machines, etc. Section 4, deals with ma- 
c°nsiSt manufactur and strength of gears. An appendix 

s °f very us ful tables for mechanical engineering.

Make v/e are several instances where the author does not 
Undou, lnaSdf clear. In one or two cases his terminology is 
accepte/ at var’ance with that which is almost universa y 
Mislead' "bhese slips are unimportant, however, and are not 
°r thè î° the man familiar with the machinery of gears
find a rinciples of their design. To counteract them he will 
>plemgreat deal of very useful information with which to 
M engin/1" prev’ous knowledge by the later developments

Coatis

and his nature.

cutters,

Practice.

a"d Pavements.—By Ira O. Baker, C.E., M.Am.Soc.- 
/■E., Professor of Civil Engineering, University of 
/mois. Published bv John Wiley and Sons, New 
J0rk’ Canadian Selling Agents, Renouf Publishing 
Company, Montreal; 698 pp. ; 171 illustrations; size 

x 9 in. ; cloth ; price $5.

- Second edition of Dr. Baker’s treatise on _ 
but the ®ments is an enlargement upon the previous edition, 

Dap-» ncorPoration into it of an additional chapter o over 
S °n the subject of automobile roads and concre e

The Roads

CONTENTS.Book Bevlewsi
ear Cutting in Theory and Practice

£°ads and Pavements ..................
I °r s Manual of Railroads for 1914 ............

ustrial Training and Technical Education 
Canadian Patent 

e Gyroscope 
Syptian Irrigation 
u ines of Railway Economics 

suspension Bridges ............

Cataioati0ns Received 
Sues Received

Law and Practice

pavements, and by the bringing up-to-date of the original 
edition, which will be remembered as having been accepted 
10 years ago as an excellent treatise on this subject. In the 

edition the concise but comprehensive style of the author 
is evident throughout. Part 1, deals with country roads, their 
location, economics of various kinds. It comprises 
chapters. Part 2, contains 14 chapters 
covering economics, design, drainage, foundation, more im
portant kinds and the comparison of them. A chapter is also 
devoted to sidewalks. In the newly added chapter mentioned 
above appears a summary of the modern and changed 
practices which the advent of the motor vehicle has necessi
tated. It discusses effect of automobiles upon roads ; method 
of suppressing dust ; methods of forming a protective cover
ing; construction of bituminous macadam roads and of 
Crete roads, 
summarized.
orderly, and adds materially to the value of the book.

new

seven
on street pavements

con-
In the latter various specifications have been 
The whole chapter is well condensed and

Poor’s Manual of Railroads for 1914.—Published by Poor’s 
Railrçad Manual Company, 535 Pearl Street, New 
York ; 2,052 pp. of text ; size 7x9 in. This is the 
47th annual number of Poor’s Standard Manual. It 
is devoted entirely to steam railroad securities, and 
is published separately, Poor’s Manuals of Public 
Utilities and of Industrials respectively to be pub
lished at a later date.

The special feature this year is the information 
given in the manual showing whether or not interest on rail
road bonds is payable without deduction for the United States 
income tax. It contains other new features, including about 
500 new comparative and analytical tables, all contributed 
to assist the investor in forming an opinion of the value of 
railroad securities. It is needless to say that this manual is 
the most reliable and carefully compiled work of its kind on 
the subject of American roads.

part

Industrial Training and Technical Education. Part 4, of the 
report of the Royal Commission on Industrial Train- 

, ing and Technical Education, Jas. W. Robertson, 
Chairman, 770 pp. ; 6x9 in.; doth.

This part of the report deals with the inquiry in Can
ada. The provinces are taken separately. An outline of the 
educational system of each, provisions for technical instruc
tion, a summary of testimony as to industrial workers, steel, 
iron and coal, agriculture and agricultural education 
divisions typical of the classification of the inquiry.

are

Canadian Patent Law and Practice.—By Harold Fisher, B.A., 
LL.B., and Russel S. Smart, B.A., M.E., with an 
appendix on Canadian Patent Office Practice, by W. 
J. Lynch, I.S.O. ; published by Canada Law Book 
Company, Limited, Toronto; 47&-XXXÜ. pp. ; 6 in. x 
g in., half leather binding; price, $7.50.

There are many ways in which this book will be found 
of distinct value by not only patent attorneys and solicitors, 
but by engineers who have frequent occasion to investigate 
patent claims or regulations respecting them.
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The Gyroscope. By F. J. B. Cordeiro,, published by Spon 
and Chamberlain, New York ; 104 pp., illustrated ; 
5% x 8% in. ; cloth ; price, $1.50.

(Reviewed by A. S. L. Barnes, Hydro-Electric Power 
Commission of Ontario).

This book is divided into 
“Applications.”

two parts,—“Theory” and

The author has a way of making positive statements 
which arouse in the reader a desire to refute them if possible, 
and several of them are certainly open to argument. For ex
ample, when we are told that the word “torque” is engineer
ing “slang” for “couple,” it seems time to raise a protest
since the two words are not inter-changeable, the former 
being the cause and the latter the effect.

Again, it is argued that rotation from right to left should 
be taken as the positive, or +, direction instead of, as is more 
usual, the reverse or “clockwise” direction ; the reason given 
being that “in the Northern Hemisphere .

11 the motions of nature 
odies, etc.”

. practically 
to the left—cyclones, heavenly 

This question of direction, however, surely de
pends on the location of the observer ; for example, in look
ing down on the solar system, from an astronomer’s point 
of view, that is, from outside, while considering the North 
Pole as the top, the author’s statement is 
not all astronomers, and it is at least probable that man’s 
universal predilection for what we call right-handed rotation 
has been due to the fact the apparent direction of rotation 
of the “heavenly bodies” is in that sense, so that, instead of 
our clocks and our screws having been made right-handed 

by accident,” it is much more likely to be traceable to

are

true, but we are

man
having had an example of “right-handed” rotation before his 
eyes throughout the whole period of his existence on this 
planet the accident, if there be one, is due to the Creator 
having arranged, not only the directions of rotations as 
they are, but also to his having allowed “the greatest popu
lation and the highest civilization” to exist on the Northern 
Hemisphere had astronomy had its birth in the Southern 
Hemisphere Mr. Cordeiro would have argued in the opposite 
sense to what he does now, as then his viewpoint would have 
been changed and he would have declared that the motions 
of the heavenly bodies were from left to right.

A considerable portion of the theoretical part of the book 
is not of direct interest to engineers, as it is devoted to 
problems of an astronomical nature; in the earlier pages 
there are, however, several interesting cases of gyroscopic 
motion treated mathematically which could be readily applied 
to many engineering problems. In the second part of the 
book, the writer points out that a train in rounding 
has two forces tending to de-rail it, the centrifugal action, 
which is guarded against by raising the outer rail, and also 
the gyroscopic action of the rapidly revolving, heavy 
of the wheels, which, as is well-known, tends to 
their being turned out of the plane of rotation. It is asserted

a curve

masses
prevent

The work is divided into 20 cnapters, some of them con
densed to essentials only,, while others go into considerable 
detail such, for instance, as the sections devoted to in
fringement, and practice in infringement

The whole question of patent law seems to have been 
very thoroughly investigated, and although written primarily 
for the patent lawyer, engineers and manufacturers who are 
interested in inventions should acquaint themselves of Can
adian practice as considered in this book.

An important feature is an appendix by W. J. Lynch, 
Chief of the Canadian Patent Office, who discusses in detail 
Canadian Patent Office Practice. The volume also contains 
copies of standard forms for petitions, specifications, assign
ments, disclaimers, etc.

cases.

that engineers neglect this latter point; if so, they should 
consider it at once, as the force thus exerted 
train running at a high speed must 
negligible.

longon a 
be very far from

Aviation comes in for some remarks, and here it is stated 
that two motions and two propellers reyolving in opposite* 
directions would have the effect of neutralizing the gyt®' 
scopic action which is present when only one motion is em- 
ployed. Makers of aeroplanes might well look into this 
point as tending to greater flying efficiency.

are descriptions of several practical apP1’" 
cations of the gyroscope, such as the Brennan Mono-rail cat 
and the Gyro-compass, etc., which have been described » 
the technical journals.

Following this

Although some little criticism is here given, the book >s 
really interesting, and to anyone dealing with any bodies >D 
which rotational motion plays a part, whether he be an engi" 
neer, an astronomer, meteorologist, a designer of guns and 
projectiles, or even a “sky pilot,” in the latest accepted mea®' 
ing of this term, there are points which, especially if he have 
a liking for mathematics, will take his attention.

Egyptian Irrigation—By Sir W. Willcocks, K.C.M.G' 
F.R.G.S., and J. I. Craig, M.A. (Edin.), B.A- 
(Cantab.), F.R.S.E., F.R.Met.S., with an introd®c" 
tion by Sir Handbury Brown, K.C.M.G. Published 
by E. and F. N. Spon, Limited, London, and SP°U 
and Chamberlain, New York. Third edition in 2 
volumes; 884 pages, 81 plates and 188 illustrations; 
cloth. Price, $10.50 net.

lamatio®
work and water storage, Egyptian Irrigation presents a veI^ 
valuable compilation of statistics and details covering the ex
tensive development of the Nile region. The Aswan da» 
and the Delta Assint, Zifta and Esna barrages, to which 
Egypt is indebted for its transformation, are known through' 

the world for the engineering skill, which their construe- 
tion has entailed. That “the Egyptian question was the Irrl 
gation question,” has been for years a well-known saying. a? 
the influence of irrigation pervades Egyptian economic5’ 
politics, social life, agriculture, legislation and

The work includes the fullest information obtainable 
the Nile and its tributaries ; together with minute present»' 
tions of the problems and their solution, covering some of the 
most interesting hydraulic questions ever encountered.

Sir William Willcocks,, whose engineering work In EgyP 
dates from 1883, was the author of the first two edition5 
this treatise. The first was published in 1889, just ab°® 
the time, according to Milner’s “England in Egypt” he, wh®e 
on an exploration trip for the Minister of Public Works, bjt0 
Upper Egypt, had occasion to join, and take part in, a 
hammedan thanksgiving service in a mosque at Tahta. E»tef’ 
as Director-General of Reservoirs, he drew up the deS*®T 
and estimates of the Aswan dam and Assint barrage. 
sequently he prepared the Cairo drainage project. , ^ 
1908 to 1911 he acted as consulting engineer to the 
Government and prepared projects for irrigating 3,0°°’ 
acres, and controlling the Euphrates and Tigris. (I® c°,e 
nection with this work he is at present in America at f 
Savannah drainage convention as announced in last we 
issue of The Canadian Engineer.

His collaborator, Mr. J. I. Craig, has spent 12 yea.r5.cS 
Egyptian engineering. He is now Controller of StatE1* 
for the Egyptian Government, and is a distinguished n°at 
matician and meteorologist. . -

Since the publication of the second edition of EgyP^* 
Irrigation in 1899, nil the above-mentioned regulating 
and others both in Upper and Lower Egypt, have been c

To engineers having to do with irrigation, rec

out

religi°D'even
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structed, 
suits. Th
tnent T'S new edition completely covers the entire develop- 

es _ 1 necessarily contains a vast body of facts and 
eference to these, however, is facilitated by a system

and have been attended or followed by notable re-

hydro] Ume I deals in general with the geology, meteorology, 
tion tlle Nile region; the Nile in detail ; Basin Irriga-
^°luine IT apters^’ and Perennial Irrigation (2 chapters). 
reclam t' '* ^aS t^le following chapters : Drainage and land 
fages • &vv0n ’ t*16 Nde in flood; Engineering details ; Bar- 
^Sricu]). 3ter storaS'e and flood protection ; the Aswan dam ; 
vv’th Ev Ul"a* ’ Administrative and legal. Appendices deal 
Salt Jn apofation ; Strength of Egyptian stones and mortars ; 

various lakes ; Discharge diagrams, etc'.
*he book

th men- It he® in di 
ample
exPerts °ne c^apter contains quotations from 10 

Theand fl] Vcdumes are well printed and strongly bound. Tables 
and cl Ustrataons are exceptional in their comprehensiveness 

arness. The metric system has been used throughout.

is not the presentation of the views of one or 
contains the opinions of many experts, some of 

rect opposition to those of the author’s. As an ex-

two

different

°utiinfis of Railway Economics__By Douglas Knoop, M.A.,
ecturer on Economics, University of Sheffield. 

Published by MacMillan and Company, Limited, 
London, New York and Toronto ; 274 PP-> 5 x 7 in- ; 
c,oth; price, $

..,c ra']S V°*ume is based for the most part upon a study of 
L^QUent"^ industry in Great Britain, although it contains 
" Pad Te^erences to railways of other countries, particularly 
dags;,-* and the United States. Its contents are carefully 

21 chapters, each dealing with an important 
nct phase of the application of economic study to 

Some of these, characterizing the book, 
r ‘ Application of the law of increasing (and decreas- 

CotTlPetyrnS t0 fuilwavs ; Determination of prices under both 
fares a and monopoly conditions ; Fixing of rates and 
aSemP!, ,State regulation thereof; State ownership and man- 

1,, of railways, etc.
Is introductory chapter the author presents the fo - 

^ special reasons for the study of the railway industry : 
the 0ne Railways are of enormous importance in society ; on 
’B the r, an<^’ transportation has some share, great or 
Pr°dUCe r°duction of all commodities, so that practically all 
°f raiiJS and consumers are directly interested in the price 
great ; T servîces. On the other hand,, railways have a 
C°nsequp , nC<i on the distribution of population, and are

(2) nt'y a matter of much social concern, 
most railway industry affords illustrations of

?r’ndple ‘ntf;resting problems of price detern 
lpdUstrir, ° ^Herential charging can be seen at 
Case of Ps’ but nowhere is it so fully acted upon as

(3) ra,Iways.
tePdenrv The railway industry, partly owing to its 

f0, t0 be monopolistic in character, has been marked 
?°vetp Pec,al attention by the S te throughout the world, 
Mityays n*S etther exercise cnnc: erable supervision

0r actually own them.

r.50.Thi
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railw_,, 
f°Hows : are as

fPg)

,°'ving

small,

ofthe
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in the

over

Sus»«n.>.„
Bridges.—By. Prof. Wm. H. Burr, 1913, published

New York. Can-by Messrs. John Wiley and Sons, 
r .lan Selling Agents, Renouf Publishing Company, 
rpniited, Montreal. 414 pages, 67 text figures and b 
Platfs- Size, 6x9 in., cloth. Price, $4-50 net. 

The , Vlewed by David A. Molitor, C.E.
6V°ted toT C°mprises eleven chapters and two appendices, 

the following subjects

Chapter I. deals with approximate theory of the stif
fening truss and the properties of the cable, employing a 
notation which is not uniform with the other chapters.

Chapter II. treats the statically determinate suspension 
cable with a three-hinged stiffening truss.

Chapters III. and IV. take up the statically indeterminate 
suspension cable with continuous and non-continuous straight 
stiffening trusses, considering the special cases of suspenders 
absent or present in side spans, using Menabrea’s 1’method 
of least work.” Pages 57 to 122 are practically a translation 
of pages 5 to 17, of chapter 12, vol. IL, part IV., “Der 
Briickenban,” by Prof.

an

J. Melan, in Handbuch der 
Injenieurwissenschaften. More probably this was taken from 
the translation given in a “Report on Maximum Span Prac
ticable for Suspension Bridges,” 1894, by Major Raymond, 
Capt. Bixby, and Capt. Edw. Burr. The remainder of
chapter IV. is elaborated from the same sources, and pages 
175 to 211 are devoted to problems pertaining to the Man
hattan Bridge, designed by Mr. Moiseieff.

Chapter V. gives the analysis of the straight stiffening 
truss, according to the method of deflections, and 
illustrations applied to the Manhattan Bridge.

Chapter VI. concludes the subject of suspension bridges 
in the discussion of temperature stresses with applications to 
the Manhattan Bridge.

uses two

Chapter VII. deals with arch ribs by graphics applied to 
the cases with fixed and hinged ends, with one problem of 
each class.

Chapter VIII. treats of the arched rib for fixed and 
hinged ends, by Menabrea’s “method of least work,” giving 
an example of the fixed arch. This chapter clearly illustrates 
the circuitous process of the method of least work when 
pared with the elegance of the influence line method, accord
ing to Mohr, Miiller-Breslau, Mehrtens, etc.

Chapter IX. briefly discusses the three-hinged arch rib.
Chapter X. devotes 7 pages to the spandrel braced arch.
Chapter XI. deals with cantilevers by analytical methods. 

This covers 28 pages of information usually given in standard 
works, without any numerical applications.

Appendix I. on limiting spans and depths of stiffening 
trusses, gives conclusions arrived at by Prof. Steinman in 
I9I3-

com-

Appendix II. devotes about 7 pages to formulae for rein
forced concrete beams employing a notation radically different 
from the standard and thus rendering the formulae quite use
less until the reader has memorized a notation covering 
pages.

As stated in the opening sentence of the Preface, “This 
book has been written primarily to meet the author’s needs 
in the class room, where the chief requisite is the clear 
elucidation of general principles in connection with their 
bearing upon engineering work. The satisfactory accomp
lishment of such a task is none too easy in the treatment of 
the more simple statically determinate trusses or other struc
tures, but it is excessively difficult when some statically in
determinate structures are under consideration.”

To one familiar with the subject matter treated, it is 
quite apparent that the author has not achieved his principal 
aims, “the clear elucidation of general principles,” and “to 
give each main structure a general treatment so as to make 
one demonstration cover all desired or useful special cases.”

The general principles governing all structures involv
ing redundancy have remained entirely out of consideration, 
and yet these are essential to a clear understanding of any 
modern methods of analysis, and cover all the general and 
special cases treated, both of suspension and arch bridges.

is given by which to judge the 
nature of any particular structure, that is, to decide defi
nitely upon the number and character of redundant condi-

No criterion
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tions involved. Yet this question alone determines the na
ture and difficulty of the stress analysis ; and depending upon 
the choice of the redundant conditions, the problem becomes 
difficult or relatively simple, though the general laws and 
methods remain the same.

which exist. Thus any form of truss, arch or cantilever ca® 
be combined with a suspension cable, an eye-bar chain or a 
braced chain.

The author deals with only three general combinations 
of cables with straight stiffening trusses ; 1, girder, with 
centre hinge ; 2, simple girder on two supports ; 3, continu- 
ous girders. These comprise merely the ordinary types i® 
use. Prof. Miiller-Breslau in his Graphische Statik, treats t7 
cases without exhausting the subject.

Little or nothing is said regarding the stresses in the i®' 
dividual members of the stiffening trusses, or of braced 
arches, except for the two-hinged braced spandrel arch. Yet 
this is quite an important part of the subject and constitute6 
the real problem after the redundant conditions

The questions of economic shape and critical section6 
of an arch rib are not answered, yet a knowledge of these 
matters is most essential in procuring practical designs with 
a minimum af labor. It is the writer’s experience also, that 
the “Method of least work” more properly deserves the nat®e 
“Method of most labor.”

The first important step then would be to classify struc
tures according to their degree of redundancy, and then to 
apply the general method of analysis for statically indetermin
ate structures. Without these preliminary steps, the solution 
in its special form loses its comprehensiveness and the 
reader fails to grasp the broad principles underlying the 
analysis.

To elucidate this point more clearly, the general 
process may be briefly sketched as follows : 
number of redundant conditions, AT, AT, AT, etc., any func
tion of the structure, as a moment M, shear Q or stress S’ 
may be expressed by general equations, thus :—

A/ — Mo— A/a Afa — MbAT— A/o AT, etc.
Q = Go — QaAT — QbAfb — QoAT, etc.
S = So — .STAT — -5TAT — So AT, etc.

For any solved-are

(1)

The illustrative problems given are not sufficiently c0D1’ 
prehensive to serve as complete examples, leaving a great 
deal to be supplied by the reader in planning actual computa' 
tions.

These are applicable to the principal frame, derived 
from the given structure by removing as many members or 
external supports X, as may be necessary to convert the given 
structure into a statically determinate one. The quantities 
with zero subscripts are, therefore, found as for a beam or 
truss without redundancy, while the X’s, which may be mo
ments, stresses, or reactions, represent the unknown re
dundant conditions. These X’s depend upon the elasticity 
properties of the material and cannot be evaluated by the 
methods of statics, while all other subscript bearing quanti
ties can be readily found by statics applied to the principal 
frame.

While influence lines are employed to a limited exte®1, 
far greater use should have been made of these in the anal/5*5 
of stresses. For the structures treated are precisely tho6® 
which should be treated by influence lines in preference t0, 
any other method.

The style of the book is of uniform excellence with d16
poorlyWiley publications, though the full-page plates are 

drawn.
No bibliography is given, and with very few excepti®115’ 

only the names of those offering direct assistance to 1 
author are mentioned.

For every structure there exist as many elasticity condi
tion equations as there are redundant conditions, thus mak
ing the problem solvable after evaluating the X’s by one of 
the following methods.

Elasticity condition equations in terms of certain de
terminable stresses according to Prof. Mohr’s work equations, 
where l/E F = g, as follows :—
<^a = S SuSoP— ATS Sa.2p— ATS NTS"bP— ATS Sa So p+S Sa etl.
St,=SSbSoP— ATSSbSap— ATS-SVp— ATS-STYoP+S.ST etl. 
S0=S6'oNoP—ATS-STSTp—ATS.STSTp—ATS>S"c2p+ 5No etl.

IE Elasticity condition equations in terms of certain 
determinable deflections according to Prof. Maxwell, thus :—

8» = S Pm 8ma — AT 8aa — AT Sab — AfcSac +8at.
8b = SPm 8mb — ATSba — Afb Sbb —AT 8bo + 8bt.
80 = S Pm Smo— AT 80a— Afb Sob — AT 8(0 + Sot.

shof,d
wbe®

It is rather difficult to understand why students 
devote much time to the study of suspension bridges 
there is so much fundamental work crowded out by the alrea 
overfilled curriculum. On the other hand, the few engin®6 
who may accidentally have to deal with this subject, will 
well to consult those authors who have dealt more exhaust1 j 
ly with statically indeterminate structures in general, 
suspension bridges in particular.

•(2) and

1

PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED.
••(3) Temiskaming and Northern Ontario Railway corr,^r,gt, 

slon.—12th annual report, for the year ending October 3*
1913.

There will always be as many such equations of the 
form (2) or (3) as there are redundant conditions Af.

Owing to the innumerable values of the variable X’s re
quired to solve any case for moving loads, the only practic
able solution for statically indeterminate structures, even 
those of the first degree, is by the method of influence lines 
as first given by Prof. Mohr. The solution is reduced to 
its simplest possible form by a judicious choice of the re
dundant conditions as proposed by Prof. Miiller-Breslau, by 
which certain terms of equations (2) or (3) are reduced to 
zero, thus saving the laborious solution of simultaneous 
tions.

tr S'
Electric Switches for Use in Caseous Mines.—By

Clark and R. W. Crocker, United States Bureau of 
Bulletin No. 68, 38 pp., illustrated. A study of method6 
preventing switching flashes from igniting gases surroun 
the switch.

Specifications for Open-Hearth Steel Girder and

Mi®65’
for

di®*

HW"
Tee-Rails, as adopted by the American Railway Engi®ee^a. 

Association, and by the American Society of Testing
O’a®dterials. Issued in pamphlet form by Robt. W. Hunt 

Limited, McGill Building, Montreal.
Illinois Water Supply Association—Proceedings 

6th meeting of this Association, held at the Univers1 . 
Illinois, March gth to nth, 1914, containing reports 0 
mittees, papers, discussions and general society aff®1®5'
PP,, illustrated, 6x9 in. ; cloth. tu

Sampling and Examination of Mine Cases and N® ?5 
Gas.—By George A. Burrell and Frank Seibert, i6Sl1^ ,16 
bulletin No. 42, of the United States Bureau of MineS’

equa-

However, it is not the writer’s purpose to do more than 
to show the broader aspect of this subject which the author 
has tacitly passed over, and which is of the utmost value in 
rendering the subject intelligible.

The complexity of the suspension problem in a general 
treatise is got so much in the solution of the individual 
as in the innumerable variety of possible and feasible

tb«of of

z4®

case,
cases
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Pp-. illustrated, 
samples 
Methods

Tests

It takes up the collection and analysis of 
and gives a full 'description of the apparatus and 
used in the various operations, 

ùtvesti ~ °n Goncrete in Sea Water—Progress report of an
H 1 ®atlon made by the Aberthaw 

• *-• bher 
Lhar]

neering of the various universities and colleges, and cata
logues the various road associations. The work in different 
states, and the progress of road improvement 
while a chapter deals with the important 
movement during 1913.

are featured, 
events in the road

Construction Co., and 
est maD’ Boston, at the United States Navy Yard, 

and ciT °Wn’ ^ass-’ to determine the effect, both mechanical 
tures up0lCa ’ tbe actton of sea water and varying tempera- 
toade dnjn-COncrete piers of varying composition. Specimens 

'36 pp ... lmmersed early in 1909 were recently examined. A 
• ustrated booklet discloses the observations made-

°xlde—o—,°n of Metallic Cobalt by Reduction of the
Minée y H- T. Kalmus, B.Sc., B.H.D., published by the 
resea^fanch> Depart™ent

ver 't-011 C?baR and cobalt alloys conducted at Queen’s 
Paratorv y' ^*ne'storl> 36 pp., illustrated, describing pre- 
vvith r- treatment, methods and apparatus, and reduction
vanousaï°mn- Carbon
of 6 _ temPeratures.

CATALOGUES RECEIVED.

Welding and Cutting Plants-A 16 pp. catalogue of 
equipment for acetylene welding-issued by Waterhouse Weld- 
ing" Co., Boston,, Mass.

Air Compressors—A 48 pp. leaflet issued by the Canadian 
Ingerso 1 Land Co., Montreal, outlining some advantages in 
their Class “N” compressors.

Aneroids—A small catalogue circulated 
Co., . Ottawa, descriptive of watch 
barometers of “Tycos” make.

ironolad-Exide Battery.-A sketch of the development of 
this type of battery in a 24 pp. booklet issued by the Can
adian General Electric Co., Toronto.

of Mines, Canada, and covering
Uni

by the Topley 
and pocket aneroidmonoxide, hydrogen and aluminium at

The bulletin forms Part 1 of a series
°n the

Whiterent Watershed Survey__By C. D. Howe and J. H.
Bean ’ pTltb an introductory discussion by B. E. Fernow, 
ed hy thaCUl.ty Forestry, University of Toronto. Publish- 
tiop, r 6 ^°mmittee on Forests, Commission of Conserva- 

Thi Da^a' pp., illustrated, size 6x9 in. ; cloth, 
and recS 18 a reP°rt on the conditions in the Trent Watershed 
Pr°cedu°minen<*at*ons ^or their improvement. It outlines the 
booh is °f survey, its results, etc. One section of the 
c*uding evoted to physiographic and forests conditions, in- 
d'ScUssi0 rainage’ topography, geology, soils, etc., and a 
Action 1 n tbe financial losses due to forest fires. Another 
c°Verin 8 devoted to the mechanical and industrial conditions, 
étions'*' ariïltnfl, lumbering, tourist traffic and social con- 

q e b°ok is accompanied by five appendices.
lining ^rvation of Coal in Canada__By W. J. Dick', M.Sc.,
^0mtniSsi n^neer* Published by the Committee on Minerals, 
'Ilustrated°n • °f Conservation, Canada. 212 pp., 6x9 in., 

In jj- Wlth Photographs, maps and diagrams ; cloth. 
coal sS reP°« Mr. Dick reviews a full investigation of the 
^tates f0 atl0n tn Canada. Its dependence on the United 
Str°ngly kItS supply of anthracite coal is one 
(he lignj. r0u^ht out. The development of electric power in 
f^Oufact-6 be*ds Western Canada is recommended. The 

detail coal briquettes in other countries is described
indi and Bie methods adopted to conditions in Canada 
0v dated' Comparisons are made between the bee
tle 8 and the by-product ovens for the coking of coal 

Nearly econ°tnies effected by the latter over the former are 
oiin resented- Descriptions are given of the principal

The lS m Canada-
?’rectly °°^ WH1 be found of great value, not only to those 

the 0 ^aSTed in coal mining, but to all who are interested
Coo?110111* devdopment

^blished k°ads Year Book, 1914.—J. E. Pennybacker, editor, 
b q ' the American Highway Association, Washing- 

The ’ 500 pp-> illustrated, 6x9 in. ; cloth ; price $1. 
rn its coll9'4- G°od Roads Year Book is very comprehensive 

*■ Is js eetion of data for road men
thred annually bv the Association as part of its cam

med hi°ugh°Ut the country for an adequate system of im- 
V°ted Ways- A considerable portion of the volume is 
"!ous rn° ,state aid and local road legislation, digests of 

,C>Plete , ’ aut°mobile and convict laws, etc. It contains a
.‘St of bu,,18t. of Patents issued in 1913 pertaining to roads ; a 

®rests of et,ns- circulars and documents published in the m- 
r d Ipaga,r0ad builders ; a reference list of papers, addresses 
°ads. r Zlne articles published in 1913 on the subject of 

^noPsizes the academic courses in highway engi

study of cobalt.

Cranes for Wharves and Docks.-A pamphlet illustrating 
typtcai uses of Demag Cranes, issued by the Deutsche 
Maschmenfabrik A-G Duisburg, Germany.

Duntley Electric Tools.—An 8 PP- bulletin of Chicago 
Pneumatic Tool Co., describing portable drills, grinders, spike 
drivers, etc., for street and interurban railway 

Mining Tools.—Bulletins Nos.
use.

152-3 and 4 of the Chicago 
Pneumatic Tool Co., Limited, illustrating their drills, sink
ers and stopers, together with the accessories for each.’

Railway Motor Gears and Pinions.—20 pages descriptive 
of forged, solid and split cast-steel gears, pinions,, etc 
Circulated by the Canadian General Electric Co., Toronto

Aston Fans.—A 24 pp. illustrated catalogue issued by 
Veritys, Limited, London, E.C.,x dealing with the 
range of ceiling, desk, bracket, ship, railway and 
fans and blowers.

Small

Aston
saloon

Direct Current Generators—Bulletin No. A-4188,
descriptive of type CVC small, belted, direct 
alors ;
Electric Company, Toronto.

current gener- 
illustrated, 12 pp., issued by Canadian Generalof many points

Montezuma Asphalt—A beautifully illustrated booklet of 
56 pages, issued by the Warner-Quinlan Asphalt Co., New 
York, describing the qualities and illustrating 
and roads upon which Montezuma asphalt has been used.

“Steele”

many streetshive
atid

Buildings.—A bulletin issued by the William 
Steele and Sons Co., engineers and contractors, Philadelphia, 
illustrating a large group of industrial buildings in the de
sign and construction of which that company has had to do.

Chain-Blocks.—A 4 pp. pamphlet illustrating and de
scribing the Morris travelling spur gear chain-block of dif
ferent types showing saving of headroom due to special de
sign, issued by the Herbert Morris Crane and Hoist Company, 
Toronto.

c°al

of a country.

toj1>

Pneumatic Appliances—An 80 pp. catalogue of air 
pressors, air hoists, air cranes, pneumatic and hydro-pneu
matic elevators, trolleys and trolley systems, and sand blasts 
fully illustrated, issued by the Curtis Pneumatic Machinery 
Co., St. Louis, U.S.A., as catalogued No. 62.

com-
of the United States.

de
Dudbridge Cas Engines.—These types of variable ad

mission gas engines and of gas producing plants are de
scribed in a 28 pp. illustrated catalogue issued by Dudbridge 
Iron Works, Limited, Stroud, England, 
diagrammatically the construction of the various

vari

It shows 
types and

parts, and contains tables of dimensions of capacities, speeds 
weights, etc.
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CANADIAN FORESTRY ASSOCIATION.—Annual Con
vention to be held in Halifax, N.S., September xst to 

Secretary, James Lawler, Journal Building, C>tta* 
J"-, ARCHITECTURAL INSTITUTE OF ^ 

ADA.—Seventh Annual Meeting to be held at Quebec, sSé, 
tember 21st and 22nd, 1914. Hon. Secretary, Alcide Cha 
5 Beaver Hall Square, Montreal. v QÎ

CONVENTION OF THE AMERICAN SOCIEl 
MUNICIPAL IMPROVEMENTS.—To be held m 
Mass., on October 6th, 7th, 8th and Qth, 1914. C. C. o 
Indianapolis, Ind., Secretary.

OTTAWA BRANCH, CAN. SOC. C.E.

The closing meeting for the year of the Ottawa branch 
of the Canadian Society.of Civil Engineers was held on 
Thursday evening, April 23rd.

Mr. C. A. Magrath, C.E., Member of the International 
joint Commission and Chairman of the Ontario Highways 
Commission, gave a short address on “The Engineer and 
His Profession.”

1914-
ROYAL

BRITISH COLUMBIA ASSOCIATION OF LAND 
SURVEYORS.

PERSONALS.
The British Columbia Association of Land Surveyors 

has announced the following successful candidates as a result J. A. SKERTCHLY, an English mining engmee ’ 
visiting British Columbia to report on gold properties. y 

GEO. W. CRAIG, City Engineer of Calgary, re^ ^ 
delivered a very interesting and attractive lecture 0
planning in that city. • ith tbe

W. S. HARVEY has discontinued his connection w ^ ^ 
city of Lethbridge as its acting city engineer, owing ^ 
having adopted commission control of civic affair 
Harvey is at present in Eastern Canada.

J. W. EVANS, of Belleville, has recently been app ar's 
city engineer of that place, to fill a vacancy of over a.ygteel 
standing. Mr. Evans, who is president of the Tivan^ ^ 
Company, of Belleville, was previously associated w 
Bay of Quinte Railway as engineer.

FREDERICK W. COWIE, chief engineer of the ^ 
real Harbor Board, was recently awarded the Telf°rgritai<> 
medal by the Institution of Civil Engineers of Great 
for his paper, entitled “Transportation Problems m 
and the Montreal Harbor,” read on April 7th. 
appears in extract form in another part of this issue.

G. N. GUEST, A.M.I. Mech. E., M.I.H.V.E-, °,d, 
of Rollings and Guest, Limited, of Birmingham, L 
engineers and manufacturers of hydraulic presses ^ 
accumulators, etc.-, will visit Canada at the end pi*®’

of recent preliminary examinations ; G. V. Atkins, R. R. 
Browne, F. H. Blunt, C. Carswell, G. C. Dunsford, C. N.
Dean, G. A. Earle, E. D. Fort, A. B. Fraser, G. F. Heaney, 
A. D. C. Herne, L. Held, J. L. L. Johnston, W. M. Myers, 
J. A. McCulloch, J. D. Slaven, F. W. Stevens, N. T. Town
send, R. P. Thomson, and R. S. Wood.

inted
“SUBAQUEOUS TUNNELLING.”

This was the subject of a paper read on the evening of 
April 23rd by Paul Seurot, C.E., chief engineer of Jacobs 
and Davies, Montreal, at a general meeting of the Canadian 
Society of Civil Engineers.

d»
aPerCOMING MEETINGS. His P

to1'AMERICAN WATERWORKS ASSOCIATION.—Thirty 
fourth Annual Meeting to be held in Philadelphia, Pa., Mav 
11-15. 1914. Secretary, J. M. Diven, 47 State Street, Troy, 
N.Y.

toP5’pu w-
AMERICAN HIGHWAYS ASSOCIATION.—Fourth Am

erican Road Congress to be held in Atlanta, Ga., November 
9-13, 1914. J. E. Pennybacker, Secretary, Colorado Building. 
Washington, D.C.

AMERICAN PEAT SOCIETY.—Eighth Annual Meeting 
will be held in Duluth, Minn., on August 20, 21 
1914. Secretary-Treasurer, Julius Bordello, 17 Battery Place, 
New York, N.Y.

AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR TESTING MATERIALS 
—Seventeenth Annual Meeting to be held in Atlantic City, 
N.J., June 30 to July 4. iQi4- Edgar Marburg, Secretary- 
Treasurer, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.

UNION OF CANADIAN MUNICIPALITIES.—Annual 
Convention to be held in Sherbrooke, Que., August 3rd, 4th 

Hon. Secretary, W. D. Lighthall, Westmount, 
Assistant-Secretary, G. S. Wilson, 402 Coristine

Guest will tour the country thoroughly, visiting
UeaP8cipal towns and cities.

F. A. YERBURY, M.I. Mech. E., manager 
Engineering Company, Limited, Vancouver, B. • > 
signed and expects to return to England about t 
May. Mr. Yerbury has been in Canada for a nU g0viP^ 
years. He was formerly manager of the Canadian ^.eSel 
Company, and while with that firm he introduced t0
engine into Canada. Mr. Yerbury will devote his ^ 
inspection work throughout Europe for Canadian an ^gtb0® 
can firms, also reporting on European machinery, 
and progress.

of the re'ha s S
4 ofend ,

and 22,

OBITUARY.and 5th, 1914- ____  . th«
As the result of the capsizing of a small boat ^ jJ. 

Fraser river, near Lytton, B.C., Messrs. E. T.
Horton and H. Burniston, three engineers on ^ 
Northern Railway construction, were drowned. laS ^ ^ 
Mr. Shaw was a son of Mr. H. S. Shaw, of Ottawa, 
division engineer of that section.

The death is announced at Burlington, On ^ f 
William White, whose connection with engineering

Mr. White carried out a

Que.
Building, Montreal.

CANADIAN AND INTERNATIONAL GOOD ROADS
CONGRESS.__To be held in Montreal, May 18th to 23rd,

Mr. G. A. McNamee, 909 New Birks Building, Mont-1914. . „
real, General Secretary.

INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON CITY PLAN
NING to be held in Toronto, May 25-6-7, i9>4, in charge of 
the Commission of Conservation. Secretary, James White,

hit-

tractor is known to many.Ottawa.

J
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Government, among them being the 
es °r t at Ste. Marie new locks, and the C.P.R.
at p the north shore of Red Sucker Cove. He built 

°rt Colborne and many other places, also many 
throughout Ontario, 

tûe death 
very
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. Coast to Coast ,
ïïiiiiiHNiiiimiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiif

1I
pro • °CCurred on AP 19th of Alfred Noble, C.E., 

ew York lnent member of e engineering profession in
typical of h Career was most interesting one, and
rank as 1 ,dt many great men of the profession who 
S’ioeerinD-11311011^'builders. Among his many activities in en- 
Was assist W°r^ Were t^le following’: From 1868 to 1870 he 
Great engdneer on river and harbor work on the
Provemenf65 ^r0m t^70 t0 ^72 he was in charge of im- 
During t. S °° ^t. Mary’s Falls canal and St. Mary’s river, 
then by f 18 tIme t^e fifst great masonry lock at the Sault, 

oonipig1 t^e ^arg:est canal lock in the world, was built, 
the const & 10-n tb^s worh he became resident engineer on 

’ e pU^tl0P °f an important bridge at Shreveport, La., 
en • 6 ®aver- From 1883 to 1886 he was general assis- 
resfdneer’ Northern Pacific R.R. From 1886 to 1887 he 

0vent engineer on the construction of the Washington 
bridge inCr Harlem River ; at that time the largest arch 
gineer 0n e*'stence- From 1887 to 1894 he was resident en- 
s*Ssippi » ^ c°nstruction of several bridges over the Mis- 
f°nton aod /^emPhis and Alton, over the Missouri at Bell- 
aPPointed Leavenworth, over the Ohio at Cairo. He was 
visited Q & member of the Nicaragua Canal Board, which 
Micara^ eatral America and examined the route of the 

In anal> and also the Panama Canal.
Mission . became a member of the Isthmian Canal Com
itial roUfW 1C^ Was charged with the selection of the best 
°n the ro 6 across the isthmus, and it has been substantially 
^ahal k. Ut® Selected by this Commission that the Panama

In ,90 b®en constructed.
"°ard of g . was appointed a member of e International 
®bould be ngiDers t0 recommend whether th Panama Canal 
°ard COn instructed as a sea-level or a lock canal. This 

n0,Ilinated S>,Sted of thirteen members, of whom five were 
ttinority 0r I foreign countries. Mr, Noble was one of the 

the l0ck , Ve Americans who recommended the adoption 
t1'0Vernmen(. 6Ve^ Pian- Their views were adopted by the 
heir remJ 3nd the Canal has been built in accordance with

*n M*mendati°ns-
fanama ç rcb’ *907, he was one of the three to visit the 
0l,t>datjOnanaJ to investigate the conditions regarding the 
Vas contin ° some of the principal structures. Mr. Noble 
^rves m U°us,y identified with the Canal project and de- 
Pr°blerQs ch credit for the solution of its engineering

Regina, Sask.—A considerable reduction in 
will probably go into force in Regina within 
the civic utilities committee having decided 
concessions in the interests of the --
he nTT?i r-h if ffPOrted "that aa agreement has been effected between the G.T.R. and C.P.R. companies in
connection with plans for the Toronto Union Station These 
will be submitted to the Dominion Railway Board about May 
IS. The matter of the viaduct construction has not been 
finally decided, and will be given later consideration. The 
cost of the Union Station is estimated at between $12 000 
000 and $15,000,000, and that of the viaduct at $3000000 

Ottawa, Ont.-The Railway Commission has 
the proposition of the building of the 
Line Railway” with

power rates 
the near future, 

to grant various
power user.

On

°ver th
tant considered 

proposed “All Red 
a total Projected length of 3,270 miles, 

and has cut it down to a line of but 1,000 miles in length 
to run from Cape St. Charles on the Labrador coast, to the 
dty of Quebec. The name of the railway was changed to 

The Labrador, Quebec and Southern Railway,” and the 
capita1 stock was reduced from one hundred millions to ten 
millions The line, as now authorized, will run west from Cape 
M. Charles to the Penbonka River, 600 miles; then through 
the valley of the Peribonka River to a point on Lake St 
John, 200 miles further, and then on to the city of Quebec!

Montreal, Que.—The Montreal board of control for the 
present fiscal year has voted

Was
btidge

for public works which have been recommended $by Chief 
Engineer Janin. Of this amount $1,500,722 is to be expended 
on pavements, $915,545 on sewers and $373,640 
works. The sewer allowance is divided on water- 

as follows : $31 34 c
for the East division, $639,500 for, the West division and 
$244,700 for the North division. The amount for paving is 
divided as follows : $387,410 for the North division $621 254 
for the West division, and $492,057 for the East division ’ 
the appropriation for the waterworks department is to be 
used as follows: mam pipe $125,000, new services in all 
sections of the city $65,000, hydrants $27,000,
000, pipes to relieve strain

and

meters $30,- 
°n present pipes $86,175, and 

$40,465 for the cost of installing pipes.
Winnipeg, Man.—The season’s programme of railway 

construction in Manitoba, Alberta and Saskatchewan has 
been definitely decided. The C.P.R. will proceed with the 
grading which is being done on the 15-mile extension of the 
Moose Jaw south-west branch beyond Expanse, and will also 
lay steel upon the same. Also grading will be dome on a 
further 25-mile extension of the line proceeding from Ster
ling East, though steel may not be laid this 
C.P.R. will also proceed with grading operations as follows • 
72 miles on the Monitor-Kerr Robert line, 25 miles Suffield 
south westerly, 87 miles on the line running west of Wey- 
buim, 25 miles on a line running north westerly from Coro
nation, and 126 miles on the line from Bassano easterly.
G.T.P. operations will be largely confined to the branch into 
Prince Albert from Young, Sask., and the track laying on 
the Brandon branch in Manitoba. The main line in British 
Columbia will be completed. On the C.N.R., construction 
work will be done on the Peace River line from Onoway 
the main line north-westerly ; also on a line on the north 
side of the Saskatchewan River extending from Oliver to 
meet the branch running west from North Battleford. Work 
will be in progress on the Calgary-Lethbridge branch, on 
the Elrose to Alsack branch on the Gravelbourg-Swift Cur-

^ tates g0a ’ 1 97, he was appointed a member of the United 
jUpreys and Engineers on Qeep Waterways, which made 

a*es to d esPtnates of cost for a ship canal from the Great 
?0t> the r;!eP Water in the Hudson River. In November, 
,°ng with tJ Galveston, Texas, appointed Alfred Noble, 

s , ^hgineer 6nry and General Robert, as a Board
*fbMs frnS t0 devise a pi n for protecting the city and 
hj le Was tv ^uture inund tion. From 1902 t0 t9°9 Mr. 
e ew York Ctllef en8’ineer of the East River Division of the 
as charZXtenS!0n of the Pennsylvania R R-, and was in 

ConsuIt,'n Since !9og he engaged in general practice 
tin- with w g engineer. Probably the most important work 
a !ted StatpaS 'n Nation to the dry docks built for the 
tho'ke eons„nG°Vernment near Honolulu. He was also for 
S„" B°ard of xvng engineer to the Quebec Bridge Board, to 

V'ce ComJvater SuPP’y. New York City, and to the Public 
Pv.^e has h SS,0n ef the State of New York, 
careers, , een past President of the Western Society of 
MPtv.:nstitutP m”lcan Society of Civil Engincrs, and Amen- 
6ri^ber of ,kf C°nsulting Engineers, and an Honorary 

an>. tie Institution of Civil Engineers of Great

year. The

The

on

rent line, on the extension of the Thunder Hill branch, and 
on the branch from Wroxton to Yorkton.
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I ORDERS OF THE RAILWAY COMMISSIONERS |
OF CANADA I

. ... ilium. . . . . . . mu... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . mmiii... .
Each week on this page may be found summaries of orders passed by the Board of Railway Commissioners, to date. 

This will facilitate ready reference and easy filing.
secured from The Canadian Engineer for small fee.

Copies of these orders may be

struct21650—April 15—Authorizing C.N.O.R. to con 
bridge over Raimbault Creek, Parish St. Laurent, ^ 
Jacques Cartier, .Que., mileage 48 from Hawkesbury ; an 
scinding Order No. 19657, dated June 21st, 1913. j

21651—April 15—Approving location C.N.R. extension 
Swift Current Line through Tp. 15-10 and 12, west 3rd 
dian, Sask., mileage 124.96 to 142.53.

21652—April 17—Authorizing C.P.R. to construct 
for F. A. Fish, from a point on easterly limit of right-0 ^ 
Main Line, mileage 26.62, Orangeville Subdivision, 0f 
Div. in Lot 14, Con. 3, west of Hurontatio St., Towns 
Caledon, Co. Peel, Ont.

21653—April 17—Directing that, within 30 
date of this Order, G.T.P. Ry. re-appoint station 
Zelma, Sask. [0

21654—April 18—Authorizing C.P.R. to construct 
diversion in Sec. 22-36-11, W. 4 M., Alta., and const 
means of grade crossings, tracks of Swift Current 0-o 
westerly Branch line across eleven (n) highways, mile

-s?

21632—April 11—Approving location C.N.O.R. station 
grounds at Lac a Travers, mileage 140.8 from Ottawa, 
Division “E,” Twp. White, Dist. Nipissing, Ontario.

21633—April 11—Approving, subject to terms of consent 
of Twp. of Verulam, location of platform and shelter of 
C.P.R. (Lindsay, Bobcaygeon and Pontypool Ry.) at mileage 
36.0, Bobcaygeon Sub. Div., in Lot 13, Con. 7, Tp. of 
Verulam, Co. Victoria, Ont.

21634—April 14—Reporting to Governor-in-Council for 
sanction By-law No. 13, approving “General Train and Inter
locking Rules,” for observance by officers and employees of 
Dominion Atlantic Railway Company,, in operation of its rail
way. days fr°£ 

age*1*21635—April 14—Authorizing C.L.O. and W. Ry. 
(C.P.R.) to take, without consent of owner, certain lands in 

of Oshawa, for purpose of affording access to diversion 
of Albert Street, said town.

21636—April 14—Authorizing C.P.R. to use bridge No. 
18.7 on St. Gabriel Subdivision, Eastern Division.

21637—April 14—Authorizing C.P.R. to operate over 
bridge No. 11.3, Standbridge Subdivision, Eastern Division, 
Que.

ad
town

to 13.0 of said Branch Line.
21655—April 16—Authorizing, subject to terms 

tion, Esquimalt and Nanaimo Ry. to construct siding 
perty of B. C. Pottery Co., at Esquimalt, B.C.21638—April 15—Approving location Pacific and Hudson 

Bay Ry. from Bella Coola Harbor to Hagensborg, B.C., mile
age o to 10, Coast Dist.

21639—April 14—Authorizing Lake Erie and Northern Ry. 
to construct bridge over Western Counties Canal, station 3.00, 
at Brantford, Ontario.

21640—April 8—Authorizing T.H. & B. Ry. to take 
certain lands situate in Twp. Pelham, Co. Welland, Ont., for 
purpose of providing two or more team tracks upon such 

■ lands.

... „ fur*"
21656—April 16—Relieving G.T.R. from providing p0ft 

er protection as crossing of St. Patrick St., village 
Dover, Ontario. ^

21657—April 17—Granting leave to Hamilton 
Power, Light and Traction Co., Limited, to erect, 
and place 2,400-volt overhead distribution circuit over-milt®®' 
branch line at Ferguson Ave., north of Barton St., B 
Ont. bjec121658—April 15—Approving and authorizing, ^ c*tS 
condition that company keep its employees 0 s , n of 
on freight shed side, clearances as shown n P1' g Rr 
overhead platform runway to serve tracks of T.H- yàifl1 
on north side of Forest Ave., Freight House, city 
ton, Ont.

21641—April 15—Authorizing C.N.R. to cross and divert 
public highway on S.W. % Sec. 19-10-30, W. P. M., mileage 
76, Kipling Subdivision.

21642—April 14—-Authorizing C.N.R., at its own expense, 
to construct and maintain a highway crossing over its rail- 

Second St. North, in S.E. % Sec. 1-47-6. W. 3 M.,
lit*to c°°fp

21659—April 18—Authorizing C.N.O.R. f. g
across Castle Crescent Road in Lots 36 and 37, Con- c’aI.ryi 
Tp. York, Co. York, Ont., by means of structure 
highway over railway. jive*1

21660—April 17—Authorizing C.N.R. to cross 
two (2) highways on Maryfield Branch, Sask.. ^ 2 1*% 
South Road Allowance between Secs. 7 and 8.'j°ceC,' 
and Highway between Secs. 19-5-27, W. 2 M., and 
W. 2 M. 1 jjtiOfl jl'

21661—April 16—Authorizing Montreal and O’ 3e- 
Co., to construct siding for Bedford Manufacturing ^ „
ford, Que., from point on westerly limit of right- . 
age it.16, Stanbridge Subdivision, thence 5 ^ u.
across Lots Cadastral Nos. 1315, 1314, I3t3> V1 ’ • Q°e 
and 1303, Rge. 7, Tp. Stanbridge, Co. Missisq C0̂

21662—April 16—Authorizing Western Canada rgiiH y 
Limited, to construct spur from point on main ’ big11 t|je 
through Langley Indian Reserve No. 2, cr?^sl”feStle lP 
in the Mission Dist. Mun., to connect with 
Stave River, B.C.

way on 
Townsite of Leask, Sask.

21643—April 14—Directing that, within 60 days from 
date of this Order, G.T.R. install stop blocks on sidings on 
its line at east side of Cherry Street, Toronto, Ontario.

21644—April 9—Authorizing, subject to terms contained 
in paragraphs 1 and 2, Bylaw No. 9 of Town of Goderich, 
G.T.R., to construct siding into premises of American Road 
Machine Co. of Canada, Limited.

21645—April 14—Authorizing G.T.R. to use and operate 
bridge No. 257, mileage 25.25, 13th Dist. in Town of Mil- 
ton, Ont.

21646—April 14—Amending Order No. 19646, dated _ May 
16th, 1913, by striking out all words after word “Caution,” 
in fifth line of operative part of Order, and substituting 
therefor following, namely : “All trains must come to a full 
stop at that semaphore and then proceed to the home sema
phore and there be governed by the rules governing the 
operation of interlocked signals.”

21647—April 16—Approving revised location G.T.P. 
Branch Lines Co.. Battleford Branch, through N.W. M Sec. 
4.43-16, W. 3 M., Sask.

21648 April 15—Approving revised location G.T.P.
Branch Lines Co.’s station at Coalspur, mileage 35.8, Al
berta Coal Branch, in Sec. 33-48-21, W. 5 M., Alberta.

21649—April 16—Amending Order No. 21537, dated 
March 23rd, 1914, by striking out figures and letters “19th” 
in fifth and second lines of description of bridges, under 
heading “District,” and substituting therefor figures and 
letters “20th.”

Rf
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21663—April 15—Authorizing Montreal and QuC

to construct spur for B. R. Stevens, town of Be
21664—April 17—Authorizing C.P.R. to JburO'^p. s- 

grade, tracks of wye at mileage 230.0 on ”e- j 17, 1 
Branch, across road allowance between Secs. 8 
Rge. 18, W. 3 M., Sask. t

21665—April 17—Authorizing C.P.R. to_COIport 
tions and extensions to tracks at Hardisty St..
Ont.
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